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mRODUCTIOH 
Grains e.nd their by-pioducts form the greatest part of the 
ration for s^ne, a fact based upon economic as ^rell s-s physio­
logical principles, A kno-wled^ of the nutritive deficiencies 
of these feeds and means by -srhich these deficiencies may be cor­
rected is of great importance in the s^ine industry. 
It has long- been knoim that grains and their by—products do 
not contain sufficient r.inerals for normal nutrition, particular­
ly in regard to gro-^rth, pregnancy, and lactation. Of the eleven 
mineral elements (Ca., Hg., 5fa., K-, P-, S., CI., I-, Fe., Cu., 
and Mn.) •ffhich, according to the present status of our kno-ledge 
of nutrition, are known to be necessary, those required in the 
largest amount during the life of the animal are calcinaj and 
phosphorus. Phosphorus usually predominates in gi^ains and their 
by-products, T^hile the calciusi content of grains is generally 
very low. Since calcium is present in the skeleton and in milk 
in larger quantities than any other inorganic constituent and, 
since it is indispensible to the noimal functioning of the soft 
tissues, it is raost important ±hat a sufficient amoxint of this 
element be present in the ration. 
Efforts have been made to overcoae the calciua deficiency 
in grains by the use of feeds and minerals that are rich in this 
element. iJhen organic and inorganic calciuffi compounds are used 
as supplements to the grain ration of the pig, the question 
naturally arises concerning the comparative metabolic utiliza-
tiion of these cclciurs suppieascts. The data reported in this 
thesis, therefore, are an attempt to contribute to our knowledge 
on this question* 
STATSM5KT OF PROBLEM 
loija farmers annually buy large aajounts of organic and in­
organic calcium compounds to supplement hc^ rations- Lisiestone 
and bone meal are iscst ^dely used as calciusi supplements, while 
Dicapho (cor^mercial dicalcium phosphate) is used to a sore liai-
ited extent. These three calcium compounds vary greatly in cost, 
and this research tsb.s instituted to determine if, under certain 
conditions, the difference in inetabolic utilization of these cal-
ciuffi salts ^s gi-eet enough to justify the difference in cost to 
the faraer. 
-7-
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PJIVIEW OF LITERATUHE 
A. The Function of Calciiim and Pbospnoxus in Nutrition 
Sherman (82) states that about 85 per cent of the siineral 
siatter of bone and at least three-fourths of the ash of the 
aniasal body consist of calcium phosphate. Approxissately S9 per 
cent of the calcium in the body is found in the bones,and the 
remainder ie an essential constituent of the soft tissues and 
body fluids. Calcium salts are essential for the norsaal process 
of blood coagulation and for the contraction of the heart (45). 
According to Orr (67), calciua is present in every norrBal 
cell; moreover, its presence at a constant concentration is neces­
sary to the norroal functioning of every cell in the animal body. 
There is considerable evidence (21), (25), (92), to sho^r that the 
skeleton acts not only as a framework for the body but also as a 
reserve supply of calciuni which may be utilized to supplement the 
food calcium when there is an insufficient amount in the diet to 
meet the requirements of the animal. For example, a fast growing 
animal x^ich is not provided ^ith sufficient food calcium to meet 
the reQuirements of the soft tissues and fluids, dra-!?s upon the 
calciiosi already stored in the bones (18), (30). It is also a 
known fact that a cow, ^hen lactating heavily, has a negative cal­
cium balance (37), (85). According to Sllenberger (24), negative 
calcia-E balances are normal in the early part of the lactation 
period, but they are followed by rapid storage of calcium as the 
lactation and testation periods progress. 
Pbosphorus compounds are widely distributed in t he body and 
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forsi an integral part of every livin? cell. Sberaan (82) pre­
sents the following general classification of phosphorus coto-
potmds as related to nutrition: 
1. Inorganic phosphates, of ^hich potassiim 
piiosphate is probably the rcost abtmdant in food 
and in the fluids and soft tissues of the body, 
while calciuffi phosphate is the chief inorganic 
constituent of bones. 
2. PhosphoriaB-containing proteins, including 
the nucleo-protelns of cell nuclei, the lecitho-
proteine, Snd the true phospho-protetns such as 
casein or caseinogen of milk and ovovitellin of 
egg yolk. 
3. phosphatids, phospholipins, or phosphorized 
fats — including lecithins, lecithans, kephalins, 
etc. — i?hich occur iii large quantity in brain and 
nerve tissue and in sssaller concentration (but 
probably as essential components) in all the cells 
and tissues of the body, not only of man, but of 
plants and animals generally. The phosphatids are 
therefore widely distributed in food materials, 
but are found in extremely varying proportions in 
foods of different types. Egg yolks are conspic­
uously rich in phosphatids, about two-thirds of 
the phosphorus of the egg being present in this 
form-
4. pbosplioric acid esters of carbohydrates 
and related substances such as inosital (inosite) 
and the natural salts of such esters. The cal-
ciian, magnesius, and potassiujs salts of phytic 
acid, collectively known as phytates, phytins, or 
phytin have for soine years been regarded as the 
most abundant phosphorus compounds of the -rrheat 
kernel and probably of the grains and legumes gen-
eirally, if not of all the vegetable foods. 
Forbes and Keith (28) make the following comments on the 
phosphorus raetabolisiti of the animal: 
Among the several inorganic elements involved 
in aniraal life, phosphorus is of special interest. 
No other one enters into such a diversity of coas-
pounds and plays an important part in so roany func­
tions. Stiructurally it is important as a consti­
tuent of every cell nucleus, and so of all cellu­
lar structures; it is also prominent in the skele­
ton, in milk, in sexual elements, glandular tissue 
and the nervous systea. Functionally, it is in­
-9-
volved in all cell jsultiplicaticai in the activa­
tion and control of enzyae actions, in the main­
tenance of neutrality in the organifflo, in the con­
duct of nerve stimuli, and throu^ its relation 
to osootic pressure, surface tension and imbibi­
tion of *ater by colloids, it has to do iJFith the 
movement of liquids, ^th the maintenance of pro­
per liquid contents of the tissues, -srith the cell 
jBOvesents and ^th absorption and secretion. 
B. Absorption and Excretion of Calcium and Phosphorus 
Caleittu exists in feeds in both organic and inorganic coai-
binations. According to Hunter (4S), it is probable that the 
digestive juices convert it entirely into the inorganic fors: 
so ths-t it is absorbed as calciua salts partly or c-c.-pletely 
ionized. Stenrart and Percival (SO) state that the absorption 
of calcium is governed by t^o asain factors, vitaain D and in­
testinal pE» It is known that lactose stiinulates calciua absorp­
tion (8), (75), while an ezcess of certain salts, especially phos­
phates, are definitely detrimental to calciiam absorption (50), 
(73), (£1). It is generally accepted (90), (93) that calcium is 
eliminated by the large intestine and to a lesser extent by the 
kidney. In the pig the excretion by way of the urine varies from 
one to 20 per cent of the total outgo irith an average value of 
approximately five per cent (29), (32), (73). 
Upon the ingestion of feeds with their variety of organic 
and inorganic phosphorus conipounds, the saae process of siisplifi— 
cation and absorption begins, ^ich process is general for other 
groups of the nutrient co;i.ponents of the feeds (28). The inor­
ganic phosphates are absorbed as such, while the organic phos­
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phorus eoEpoimds are broken do?m into more sisple constituents 
before absorption. The absorption of phosphorus, like calciitnii, 
is influenced by other factors including the amount of calcium 
in the diet (12), (51), (73). 
Phosphorus is excreted by •say of the urinary tract to a 
auch greater extent in the pig than is calcium. There are excep­
tions hoisever; when a pig receives calcium carbonate as a supple— 
fi^ent to its ration the excretion of phosphorus by way of the kid­
ney diminishes to amounts much lower than the normal excretion of 
calcixiEs in the urine (29), (36), (Si). The urinary elimination 
of phosphorus in the pig is approxisiately 25 per ceaot of the to­
tal outgo of phosphorus in the feces and urine, but values have -
been reported varying from one to 50 per cent. 
C. Factors Affecting Calcium and Phosphorus Metabolism 
1. Oalciuis and Phosphorus Ratio. 
The isiportance of the calcium to phosphorus relationship in 
diets is borne out in results obtained ??hen rations are fed where­
in one or the other of these elements is greatly in excess of the 
other (73), (94), 
Bethke (10) states that, ^thin certain liinits, the propor­
tion of calcium to phosphorus in the diet is of greater signifi­
cance in calcification than the aaiount of the respective elements 
in the ration. jgcCollxJsi and associates (63) report data in accord 
irith this viewpoint. In studying the effect of the various levels 
and ratios of calcium to phosphorus in the diet upon the produc­
tion of rickets in rats, EiDTtn ejod coi-vorkers (19) report that as 
-li­
the ratio of calcii^ea to phospborus in the diet increases, rick­
ets is intensified. They also state that as the level of the 
minerals is increased in the diet, the incidence of rickets di-
n:inishes. A number of investigators (13), (51), (73), (84) have 
demonstrated the beneficial effect ci adding phosphe.te to a high— 
calciUT: low-phosphorus rachitic ration, thus correcting the idde 
Ca;P ratio. 
Orr and associates (38), in an experiment ^th hiasns, re­
port that the absorption of calciusj and phosphorus does not al-
nm parallel. They found that a high phosphorus irftake in­
creased the calciuja in the stools and decreased the calcium in 
the urine, while a high calcium intake increased the phosphorus 
in the stools and decreased the phosphorus in the urine. Their 
explanation is Q^lite logical: 
It Tfould appear that an excess of either cal-
ciuzs or phosphorus in the diet tends to increase 
the output of the other element in the intestine, 
and the natural assumption that has been made is 
that this is due to the precipitation of insoluble 
phosphates of calciua in the intestine. Apparently 
only calciiM ions, the various types of phosphate 
ions and isolecular phosphates of calciuai in solu­
tion can pass through the intestinal aucosa, but 
insoluble phosphates of calciuc cannot be absorbed. 
Orr*s conclusions are supported by experiments carried on by other 
investigators (51), (73). It T5!DUld seem therefore, that for aiaxi-
muffi retention of both elezsents, neither calciuas nor phosphorus 
should be greatly in excess of each other in the diet* 
Krazner and Howland (56) report on factors influencing the 
ratio of calcius and inorganic phosphorus in the blood. A Ca:P 
ratio of 1.5:1 in the rat's diet gave the same ratio in the blood 
seruin irrespective of tjie aaoiant of vitasin D in tbe diet- With 
ffiiniaiuai asioimts of vitamin D present in the diet an increase in 
tbe intake of calcirea raised the serm calcinzn and depressed the 
serua phosphorus. The opposite effect was produced ^hen the phos­
phorus intake -ssas increased. As the concentration of vitamin C 
Kas increased in a diet m th a -sside Ca:P ratio, tbe blood serua 
relationship of these elements approached normality- In the blood 
of the pig the nornial Ca:P ratio is reported to be 1.4:1 (46) Trith 
the calcii£2 content of the blood serum being sli^tly in excess of 
IS Killigracs per 100 cubic centimetres of blood, and the inorgan­
ic phosphorus content between ei^t and nine milligiaffis. 
Regarding the correct calciuo-phosphorus relationship in the 
pig*s diet, very few definite xecoaiEendations have been .made. 
Sartels (5) reports that the calcius; and phosphorus content of 
soar's milk is 0.28 per cent and 0.16 per cent respectively. Ac­
cording to these values the CfetP ratio of sow*s rsilk is 1.7S;1. 
The same investigator found that suckline pigs retained 1.08 grams 
of calcium and 0.59 grasss of phosphorus per day. The retention 
ratio *as 1.83:1. This is in accord ^th other published data 
(85). 
Folloring the suckling period the calciuse and phosphorus re­
tention ratios are more subject to variation depending largely on 
the Binount and ratio of calcium to phosphorus: in the diet, Bethke 
(10) states that the most favorable calcium-phosphorus relation­
ship in the pig*s diet lies bet^reen 1:1 and 2;1. The re<?uireBtent8 
for the antirachitic factor are at a sininum at this relationship. 
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Gloy (32) recasmends a C5a:P latio of 1*09:1 in the ration of 
the growing pig. After extensive sietaboiism studies ^rith hogs. 
Reisers and Sauts (73) found that a calciuas (CaO) to phosphorus 
(PgOs) relationship in the diet of 1.2:1 or 1-98:1 T!?hen expressed 
as elemental calcium and phosphorus, gave the best results. On 
the basis of calcium and phosphorus intake advised by Orr (68), 
the ratio -srould be 1.6:1. It is interesting to notice the sim­
ilarity of the recosisended dietary calciiaa-phosphorus relationship 
of the pig to that of other onnivoious species; for example, the 
rat and hucsan. McColluri (62), Bethke (9) end Blm (14) agree that 
the most desirable Ca:P ratio for the lat is between 2:1 andl.l:l. 
Blunt and Co"»an (15) have published data sujasarizing the re­
sults of different investigators on the dietary calcium-phosphorue 
relationship of children in health and in disease. These data in­
dicate that a dietary ratio of 1.4:1 may be considered optiniuB. 
2. Vitamin D and Ultra-violet Li^t 
Our present kno^fledge of the relationship of ultrar-violet 
light and vitamin D to calciujE and phosphorus Eetaboliss traces 
back to the experiments of Huldschinsky (47), ^ho demonstrated 
the value of ultra-violet light in the treataent of rickets in 
children, and to the research of MCCO11X3SE and associates (62), 
who discovered vitamin D and demonstrated its value in the therapy 
and prevention of rickets in aniirals. For a fe^ years following 
these important discoveries, the relationship between vitamin D 
and ultra-violet light tols not understood. IficperinsentB were re­
ported almost simultaneously by Hess and Weinstock (41), and Steen-
bock and Black (87). These experiments showed that iiltra-violet 
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irradiation induced antixachitic properties in foods. Later,Hess 
and ^indaus (42) reported that it isas tbe ergosterol in food which 
becace activated upon ultra-violet irradiation. It is now gener­
ally accepted that vitamin D is formed by trie action of ultra­
violet li^t on ergosterol-
BrOTm and Shohl (18) have studied tbe effect of increased 
dosage of irradiated ergosterol on calcium and phosphortis aetabol— 
isffl. They added increasing aaounts of er^sterol and noted that, 
up to a certain point, the bone ash bec^nse heavier and the cal­
cium retention greater. iJith larger doses there was a shift of 
calciud excretion from the feces to the urine and a low or nega­
tive calciuB balance with pathological calcification taking place 
in the tissues. They conclude that vitasin D controls calcifica-
- tion of the skeleton by dissolution and deposition of the bone 
salts. Hess and co-workers (40) have published data which support 
the above conclusion. They fed dogs a ration absolutely free of 
calciua and were able to induce at tbe saae time hypercalcemia by 
including large amounts of irradiated ergosterol in the diet. 
Bauer and Karble (6) report that when cats, which had been 
receiving a complete diet, were changed to one low in calciUE, 
the nirnber of bone trabeculae decreased, whereupon supplemental 
calciii-n was riven and the nisnber of bone trabeculae increased. A 
still greater increase was secured t^en irradiated ergosterol was 
included in the diet. They conclude that the trabeosolae can store 
calcium and rive it back to the blood streaa as demanded. 
ifeny experifflents (58), (59), (71), (79), (81), (86), (89), 
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(97) have been conducted ^th pigs to study the value of vitamin 
D and xiltra-violet light in the prevention and cure of ridfcets. 
In each experiment the use of antiiachitic, whether it was in 
the form of cod^-liver oil, ergosterol, sunlight, or artificial 
ultra-violet light, proved successful. The rations fed in these 
experiments langed from those isrhich were deficient in calciuci 
content to rations irhich ^ere apparently quite noraiia-l in calciuis 
content. It has been shown that pigs develop rickets ^hen fed 
rations dificient in both calcim and the antirachitic factor, 
but when the antirachitic factor was included in the ration, the 
pigs did not show any noticable effects of mal-nutrition; however, 
a chemical analysis indicated that the calcification of the bones 
was not as great as when calcixam was supplied in sufficient anjoionts 
(59), (86). Zilva and co-workers (97) report that pigs develop 
riclcets when fed a ration deficient in vitamin D. The lation fed 
contained 22 gxams of calciusj and 13 grass of phosphorus, making 
the Ca;P ratio 1.7:1, ^rhich is not considered conducive to the 
production of rickets. It appears therefore that, even though cal— 
ciua and phosphorus are present in the ration in favorable amounts, 
rickets csay develop if the ie.tion is deficient in vitamin D. There 
may be sotne question as to the sufficiency of vitamin A in the 
diets used by Zilva. 
Shaw (79) found that pigs 7?hich had been grown on a cosiplete 
ration up to four months of age were much less susceptible to rick­
ets than those subjected to experimental treatment at two months of 
age. According to ISaynard (59) and Sheehy (81), rickets say be 
prevented or alleviated when the aninal is exposed to direct rays 
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of winter sunlight. Both authorities, however, found that ex­
posure to sunjnser sunlight was wore effective because greater a-
asounts of ultra-violet rays reach the earth at feis season of the 
year. In this regard Tisdall and Bro^ (81) report that the in­
tensity of ultra-violet irradiation froc the sim in these lati­
tudes (Toronto) is eip-ht times greater in susuaer than in winter. 
3. Acid-Base Balance 
Data on the effect of the acid—base balance on calciiija and 
phosphorus retention are rather contradictory, althou^ cost of 
the evidence indicates that a potentially neutral diet is iuost 
desirable. Shohl and co—irorkers (84) varied the potential acidity 
of the Steenboci: rachitic ration by adding different phosphates. 
Rickets was cured in every case. The retention of calciua; and 
phosphorus was greatest isrhen the diet was neutral and least when 
it potentially acidic. The alkaline diet was intermediate in 
this respect. The lEilligrasiS per cent of calciu;;- and inorganic 
phosphorus in the blood senam was in agreement Trith retention 
values of calciiam and phosphorus. 
Petersen's researches (72) indicated that when conditions 
were favorable to high calcium and phosphorus retention in pigs, 
the su/B of the free acid and aramonia in the urine was sznall. He U 
recommends, therefore, the use of calcium carbonate as a calcium 
supplesent to a ration composed largely of cereals (potentially 
acid), and calcium chloride as a desirable suppleiaent for rations 
potentially basic. Bartels* (5) experiaents -sith pigs are in a-
greeaent ?rf.th this view. 
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Salter (78) and his co-i^orlcers T?exe imable to demonstrate 
that potential acidity had any definite influence upon the ab­
sorption and retention of inorganic phosphorus. Moreover, the 
daily addition of 200 to 300 cubic centimetres of norssal sulphur­
ic acid to a con:?lete r3,tion for young brood so^s produced no 
noticable effect on growth, reproduction, or bone coraposition ac­
cording to La.mb and Evvard (57). On the other hand, Shohl (83) 
states that acid diminishes the positive balance of aiinerals, 
while alkali increases the positive base balance. 
4. fbyroid-Parathyroid RonaoBes 
There is no longer any reason to doubt that the secretion 
of the parathyroid gland is associated ^th calcium metabolism. 
ISusierous investigators (1), (7), (S2), (49) have demonstrated that 
the physiological changes -rhich occur during hyperparathyroidism, 
or Tfhen parathorome is administered, are an increase in blood cal-
ciiam, hypercalcesia, increased urinary calciua and phosphorus, and 
depletion of the calciiam stores of the bone. Bauer (7) found that 
bone trabeculae which, according to the same author, serve as a 
reserve of calciias, are reduced in nuaber following injections of 
parathorome over long periods. Gollip (23), by the use of para­
thorome, cured parathyroid tetany in dogs. He observed that the 
blood calcium, which was subncnaal, returned to a normal level. 
Moreover, he increased the seruas calciu!s above noraial upon injec­
ting parathorome into noriiaal animals, 
Aub and associates (4) liave published experimental data which 
indicate that the thyroid- gland also plays a part in calcixim meta­
bolism. A study of patients ^ith a Tide range of thyroid diseases 
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shosed that increased thyroid secretion caused a asarked increase 
in calcium excretion. Similar results f?exe observed in a norsssl 
individiial following the administration of thyroxin. On the other 
hand, the calci-um excretion of patients suffering iprith zsyxedeaa 
was lower than noiraal- X-ray evidence indicated that mcxked osteo-' 
porosis may develop in hcaaes frcm prolonged hyperthyroidism. Bam-
mett (34) states that the ossification ability of the bones is 
greatly decreased iipon thyroid-para thyroidectomy-
: .D. The Cfetlciim and PhospJaoms aeQuireasents of tlae Pig 
Ifhlle calcim and phosphorus are necessary in the diet in 
adequate a^unts at all tiises for normal <^lciusi and phosphorus 
metabolism, the deoand is am<di greater during growth, pregnancy, 
and lactation than in joatntenance. Recoisaaendations regarding the 
calcium and phosphorus requirarients of the pig, therefore, must 
be interpreted with these facts in mind. Kellner (53) recofflisends 
that the grosring pig should receive 12 grams each of lisje (Cao) 
ana phosphoric acid "^bich, expressed as elemental calcium 
and phosphorus, aaounts to 8.6 grass of calcium and 5.2 grams of 
phosphorus. 
Hart and co-workers (35) report that three grajas of elemental 
phosphorus daily is a minimus suppiy for a growing pig wei^i^n^SO 
pounds, and that four to five grams -ffould be a safer quantity. Orr 
(68) states that calcium and phosphorus constitute one-half the 
wei^t of bones. When the whole aniaoal is considered, line (CaO) 
is present in the body of store pigs to the extent of one per cent 
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and phosphorus (P2O5) is present in slightly less amoiants. The 
hog therefore, for every hundred pounds increase in freight througli-
out the period of grovrfch, requires one pound each of these siineials 
as constructive material. Orr states that in estimating the amounts 
01 calcium and phosphorus required, it must ce kept in cind that 
only a percentage of what is eaten is absorbed and retained. To 
cover the loss through failure to assinilate all that is present in 
the feed and the loss in excreta of part of what has been assimi­
lated, the young gro^fing aniiaal needs to receive trice that required 
for constructive purposes. Qrx this basis, a pig making one pound 
gain in weight per day would require more than one-third of an ounce 
(9.3 grams) of each mineral in the daily ration. These values ex­
pressed as elemental calcium and phosphorus amount to 6.6 grams of 
calcium and 4.1 giaas of phosphorus. 
Gloy (32), after donducting many asetaboliss: experiments, 
states that 20 grains of calciur. oxide (14.1 grass Ca.) and 30 
grams of phosphorus pentoxide (13,1 graas P.) say be considered 
optisiusi amounts in the ration of growing pigs. 
Extensive study by Reimers and asuts (73) showed that the 
groT!?ing and fattening pig had a 2iaxiau.ii calcium retention of be­
tween nine and ten grains per day and a saxiintJin phosphorus reteii-
tion of five to six grams. These values were obtained when the 
pigs ^ere receiving approximately SO and 19 grams of calcium and 
phosphorus respectively per day. 
weiser and zaitschek (94) have published data which indicate 
that the percentage of calciuaa and phosphorus in the pig*s rati<Hi 
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is most likely to be deficient early in the groivth period. They 
found that the retention of calcii^a and phosphorus per 100 kilo-
grazas liveweight decreased at a lapid rate during the period 
studied (16 to 88 weel:s), The rate of retention of pigs 28 weeks 
old was less than one-third of the retention rate of pigs 15 weeks 
of age« 
Steenbock and Bart (88) report that the level of calciusn neces­
sary for maintenance of the pig depends upon the functional acti­
vity of the various organs of the body. A daily intake of 0.5 giaas 
of calclua oxide (0.21 grams Ca.) per 100 pounds livewei^t covered 
the metaholisaj losses of a asature barren pig. 
^gan (43) was able to produce gilts on rations that contained 
as little as 0.2 per cent calciua. Later, these pigs ^?eaned lit­
ters successfully ^thout increasing the calciust intake. Other 
gilts did not do so irell, so he estimates that a reasonable regard 
for safety ^oald require that the rations of brood sows contain not 
less than 0.4 per cent calcium. His experiiaents shoi? that a ration 
^hich contains sufficient calcium for growth also furnishes suf­
ficient of this element for pregnancy and lactation. 
Svans (26), by slaughtering a so^ which had lived on a nor^ 
mal diet and had just coicpleted rearing 12 pigs to ^seaning age, 
found that the skeleton was quite similar in composition to the 
skeleton of non-lactating sovs, indicating that 16.6 gxaiuS of 
calcium supplied in her diet had been sufficient to meet the re-
quireoeBts of lactation and body maintenance. The same investi­
gator (25) reports balance experiments in whlcli pregnant sows 
have attained llEse eqmillbrlxEi on less than two grams of calciim 
oxide (1.4 grains Ca«) intalce per day. 
Davidson (23) states that a ration deficient in calcium does 
not produce an iajnediate effect upon breeding sows» Experimental 
results indicate that the effects of deficiency require ti7o to 
I 
three generations to become pronounced, due to the sow's ability 
tc store lime following the lactation period. The continued use 
of a calcium deficient ration leads to a very serious reduction 
and eventual failure of the sow's n3ilk supply as well as a marked 
increase in the nxamber of still-bom pigs. 
E. The Distributicm of Calcius and Phosphorus in Feeding Stuffs 
Feeding stuffs vary greatly in calciiaa and phosphorus con­
tent. Cereals, vshich comprise the largest percentage of the diet 
for hogs, contain insufficient calciuas to supply the demands for 
growth, reproduction, and lactation. On the other band, cereals 
and their by-products contain phosphorus in comparatively large 
amounts, and in most instances there is sifficient phosphorus in 
cereals to nseet the denand for this element. For example, com 
contains over twenty tines as niuch phosphorus as calcium. It is 
evident, therefore, that calcium laust be added to eqijalize the 
intake of these elements ^here corn forms the greatest part of the 
ration. 
Data on the per cent of calcium and phosphorus in feeds, and 
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the amounts of tnese feeds necessary to provide a growing pig 
(75 to 150 pounds) ^th a daily calciisB and phosphorus intake of 
ten and seven grams respectively, are tabulated in the follo^ng 
table. The values for the daily intake of calcium and phosphorus 
are averages of data (5), (32), (68), (73), (81). (See p.23 for 
table.) 
An examination of the table shows that all seeds listed, as 
well as their by-products, contain such greater amounts of phos­
phorus than calcium* Roots and tubers, for xhe most fs.rt, con­
tain calciusj and phosphorus in laore suitable proportions, but even 
on a moisture free basis they contain very ssall aaiounts of these 
elements. Most foiage ciops and anissal by-products contain zsore 
calcium than phosphorus; therefore, by using suitable proportions 
of the above feeds, it is possible to construct rations for the 
hog satisfactory in calci-um and phosphorus content without adding 
mineral supplements. This is demonstrated in the data reported 
in this thesis where a ration cosposed of ground com, tankage, 
linseed oiLceal, alfalfa meal, and salt (Had) gave excellent re­
sults. It is often sore economical and practical to add a mineral 
supplement to meet the mineral needs than to balance the calcium 
and phosphorus in the ration with feeding stuffs. 
As early as 1842 Chossat (21) demonstrated the value of in­
organic salts in supplenaenting cereals. He fed pigeons on wheat 
only and the birds died from mal—nutrition in eight to ten months. 
The salts were gradually withdrawn from their bones and the breast 
bone became very porous. When wi^at was supplemented with calcium 
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CalciuE and Phosphorus in Representa-tive Feeding Stuffs 
Percentage Percen­ Aoit- of Amt. of 
of Ca. and tage of feed re­ feed re­
Feed P.on a dry isoisture quired to quired to 
joatter ba­ (39) supply 10 supply 7 
sis (28) gms.Ca. 
per day 
gms. P. 
per day 
Ca. P. % Lbs. Lbs. 
Barley 0.043 0.400 9 56.4 4.2 
Com 0.014 0.303 12 179.2 5.8 
Oats 0.112 0.434 9 21.6 3.9 
Rye 0.055 0.385 9 44.1 4.4 
Wheat 0.056 0.425 10 43.7 4.0 
Soybeans 0.230 0.649 10 10.7 2.6 
Soybean ' 
oilmeal 0.355 0.733 10 6.9 2.3 
Linseed 
oilmeal 0.403 0.786 9 6.0 2.2 
Cottonseed 
oilmeal 0.291 1.479 8 8.2 1.1 
Wheat bran 0.139 1.233 10 17.6 1.4 
??neat 
rniddlings 0.108 0.984 10 22,7 1.7 
Pearl 
hominy 0.005 0.111 10 489.9 1.5 
Gluten 
feed 0.268 0.589 9 9.0 2.9 
Distillers* 
Gjcains 
(com) 0.047 0.314 7 50.4 5.3 
Brewers* 
Grains 0.169 0.503 8 14.2 3.3 
Turnips 0.064 0.046 90 344.5 335.5 
Mangels 0.131 0.260 90 168.3 59.4 
White 
Potatoes 0.070 0.276 79 150.0 26.6 
Sweet 
Potatoes 0.084 0.186 69 84.8 26.7 
Blue grass 0.336 0.242 68 20.5 19.9 
Alfaim 
meal or 
hay 1.130 0.238 9 2.1 7.1 
Soluble 
blood 
flour 0.028 0.135 10 87.5 12.7 
Tankage 
7^ Ca- 7.543 3.739 8 0.3 0.4 
Skim millc 
(Cosf) 1.336 0.979 90 16.5 15.8 
Sow*8 milk 0.969 0-729 81 12.0 11.1 
carbonate^ pigeons did not show these symptoms and appeared to 
"be in normal health. The significance of this discovery ^s not 
realised at that tin^e. Doubt remained as to the usefulness of 
inorganic salts in suppieaenting cereals until 1908 ^hen Aron and 
Frese (2) proved that tertiary calcium phosphate T?as just as use­
ful as a source of calciu^ for growing dogs as ^s ailk. 
F. The Comparative Kfficacy of Minerals as CalciuE Supplements 
to Rations for Growing Pigs 
^eiske (95) iB?as perhaps one of the first investigators to 
study the differences in the metabolic utilization cf calciuE 
salts. In 1895 he reported on the value of calcium carbonate 
and calcium sulphate as supplements to an oat diet for rabbits. 
The carbonate proved to be sonsei^hat better as fudged by the per­
centage of bone ash. Forbes and co-workers (29), in extensive 
experiments on the utilization of various calcium compoimds by 
swine, fotand that there was little difference betT^een pulverized 
limestone, precipitated calciisn carbonate, precipitated bone 
flour, and steamed bone flour, while rock phosphate was quite in­
ferior to the other supplements as a source of calcium. l^cClure 
and Mitchell (61) state that when rock phosphate contains two 
per cent or more of fluorine, the growth, feed consumption, and 
calcium metaboliaffl of the pigs are depressed. Metabolism ex­
periments conducted by Sheehy and Senior (81) indicate that cal-
!/'• 
ciuffi carbonate is more efficiently utilized by hogs than is bone 
meal, although the investigators are of the opinion that the dif­
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ference is insignificant. Bart and associates (36) conpared cal-
cim carbonate ^rith tricalci-um phosphate as calcitizB suppleaente 
in pig rations, calcium carbonate superior, and they attri­
buted the superiority to a better balance of calciutr and phos­
phorus in the ration. After extensive experi-^entation, Petersen 
(70) stated that liaiestone, dialk, and pure calcium carbonate "srere 
eqiial in their calcitiE suppleaenting efficiency for hogs. Data 
are also reported (31) shoeing little difference in the utiliza­
tion of calciuffi carbonate and sulphate by pigs. Gloy (33) coa-
pared calcium carbonate and calciujn chloride as caicixjn; supple­
ments to rations for growing and fattening pigs, and the calcium 
and phosphorus retention values shotted that the carbonate ??as su­
perior to the chloride. On the other hand, Kleisch (54) reported 
no difference in the value of these salts as calcitjtiti supplements 
for hog- rations. After conducting many metabolism experiisents, 
Bartels (5) concluded that the coisparative value of calcium car­
bonate, chloride, and phosphate, as supplements to hog rations, 
depended upon the acid-base balance of the basal ration. Calciiaa 
carbonate ^s reccsaaended as a supplement to a potentially acid 
ration, and calciura chloride or phosphate as supplements to a po­
tentially basic ration. 
A revie-^r of the literature relating to cstlcium supplements 
for hog rations indicates that little experiaental work has been 
conducted in which dicalciusi phosphate or "Cicapho" (corsmercial 
dicaiciuffl phosphate) has been cceipared islth other calcitan com­
pounds. In this regard, Bohstedt (17) reports that a limited 
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amotmt of cSata indicate that dicalciues phosphate is superior to 
tricalcium phosphate for hogs, When Dicapho compared ^th 
other calcium salts (calcium carbonate and tricalciu»B phosphate) 
as a calciuiTi suppleaent to rations for gro^iring rats, it was uti­
lized to a greater extent, as indicated "by calciusi and phosphorus 
retention values and roentgenographic studies on the bones (13). 
On the other hand, Kohler (55) and Honcamp (44) foimd that lambs 
utilized di- and tricalcium phosphates to a similar degree. Both 
of these salts, when used as calcium and phosphorus supplements 
for lambs, were utilized to a greater extent than steamed bone 
meal or bone ash, as indicaited by growth and caiciuic and phosphor­
us retention values. Data are reported which indicate dicalciiam 
phosphate, steajsed bone meal,and limestone to be equal as calcium 
supplements for growing chicks (11), (20). 
In view of the fact that Dicapho is being used in considerable 
quantities as a calciiM: supplensent in hog rations, and since little 
information is available on its utilization by hogs as compared to 
limestone or bone seal utilization, it is believed that inforaaticn 
on this question shoxild prove to be of fundamental iaportance and 
izamediate practical value. 
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BXPSSilMEirTfiL 
Part I; Metabolism Experiment 
A. Object of Sxperiment 
This experiment was imdertaken to obtain inforoation on, 
and to compare, tbe calcium and phosphorus retention of growing 
pigs fed groxind limestone, steamed bone aieal, and Dicapho as 
supplements to certain rations. 
E. Method of Experimentation 
1. Outline of Sxperisiental Procedure 
i3ata heve been collected in metabolism experimentation, ^ich 
involved 15 gxowii^g pigs ranging from 50 to 230 pounds in weight. 
Foxir inetabolism trials were conducted, each of ^hich consisted 
of t^o to five experimental periods 10 or 14 days in length. A 
series of consecutive tests made on the same group of pigs de­
notes a trial. Each test in a trial is termed a period and con­
stitutes a specific comparison of rations. The only exception i»as 
in the case of the check periods, wherein the pigs -arere compared 
in regard to individi^l imriation in calcium and phosphorus meta-
boliffin. 
Trials I, II, and III were designed to determine the effi­
cacy of ground limestone, steamed bone nieal, and Dicapho when fed 
as calcix2js supplements to a basal ration deficient in calcluns. 
It vjas proposed to test the calcium supplements at both low and 
high levels of suppleraentation in all trials, but due to compli­
cations (which will be di scussed later) the tests at high levels 
of calcium supplementation Fere not possible in Trials I and II» 
Trial IV, involving three ssetabolisa periods, was conducted in 
conjunction ^ith the feed lot esiperiment reported in Part II to 
follow. In this trial, limestone, bone meal and Dicapho vrexe 
used as supplements to a practical ration fed to pigs groTm and 
fattened in dry lot. 
2. Animals Used 
The aniaials used in these balance rnetabolissj trials ^ere 
purebred Poland Chinas with the exception of those used in Trial 
17. The breeding of the pigs used in Trial 17 was as folloi^s: 
Kc.197,purebred Poland China: Mo, 3014, Poland Cbina-Buroo Jersey 
cross; Ho.3018, Poland China-Yorkshire cross; §G.3046, Poland 
China-Duroc Jersey cross. Factors considered in selecting the 
pigs Tarere: weight, age, condition, and probable outcoiae. Barrows 
were selected lather than gilts in order to prevent any possible 
loss of urine at the doors of the aetabolism crates. 
Then the animals were received at the aetabolisffi laboratory, 
they were placed in the raetabolissi ciatefi to accustom them to cou-
finement and the new -^iBTlronment before experimentation. They 
were treated for internal and external parasites at least once, 
and sore often if necessary, several days before the periods be­
gan. All pigs were fed the rations to be compared at least four 
days prior to the beginning of each experimental period. They 
were washed thoroughly with soap and water and rinsed with dis­
tilled water a few hours preceding each test,and during the per­
iods the pigs were brushed frequently to keep their slcin in a 
healthy condition. Whenever necessary, sineral oil was applied 
externally to prevent the skin f rors drying and chafing. 
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3. Housing and Squipaaent 
The aniiaals were housed in the isetabolisjn room of the ani­
mal laboratory, Aniaai CheEistry and Hutrition Sub-Section. The 
aetabolism rooc, 32.5 feet by 17.0 feet, •sr&s equipped ?d.th four 
metabolism crates and other supplementary eouipiosnt- Tais room 
had t^o large ^indo-sfs opening to the north, 7.0 feet by 5.5 feet 
in si^e. The temperature 7?as thersiostatically controlled and 
varied very little froa 70o p. 
The metabolisra cr&tes irere similar in their structure to 
those used by Forbes (30). They life re somewljat snsaller in size 
however, being 57.5 inches by 39-5 inches (outside measurement). 
They were fitted with castors allowing tfaeai to be moved on a 
fixed grooved base. These bases, two in nuciber, were each 5.0 
feet by 10.5 feet and were divided into three parts- Each part 
had a galvanized floor Tiiich sloped toward the centre. The t^o 
outer parts ^ere used as floors for two isetabolisH crates, and 
the centre part was an extra floor upon rhich either crate coiild 
be caoved rhile the crate floor was being cleaned or feces collec­
ted. The funnel-shaped galvanized floors were equipped t?ith re­
movable heavy galvanized wire screens upon which the pig stood. 
T-;FO inches below liiis heavy wire screen^ a -jrhite sheet, 57.5 in­
ches by 39.5 inches in size, was held in position by a light Trire 
frame. This sheet fianctioned as a mediua to eeparate the feces 
and urine, inasmuch as the feces -j^ere deposited upon it and the 
urine filtered through it to the apex of the funnel-shaped base 
and was collected in foui^litre jars placed underneath the crate. 
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4» Bations and Jtetlioci of Feeding 
The low-calcii2ia basal rations used in Trials I, II, and III 
^ere costposed of the following feeds; ground yellow? com, soy­
bean oilmeal, blood flour, and salt. These rations contained 
fros 0.65 to 0«10 per cent calcixaa, depending upon the proPorti<ai. 
of the constituents^ By using a basal rc,tion extresely lo^ in 
calcium^ it was possible to have the greater part of the calcium 
in the ration in the form of calcium supplements. In an effort 
to laake conditions more strin^nt, thereby increasing the pos­
sibility of showing differences in the utilization of the cal­
cium compounds, vitamin D additions were purposely omitted from 
the experimental diets in any concentrated form. The vitamin D 
supply of the aniiaals therefore, iras liicited to that acquired be­
fore they were brought to the animal laboratory plus possible 
ffiiniapora quantities in the "basal ration- The ingredients of the 
basal I'Stion, Then combined, quite adequately supplied an nu­
trients necessary for growth except calcium and vitasin D. The 
basal ration fed in Trial VJ and in Period I of Trial I -afas a 
practical ration composed of ground yelloi? com and trinity mix­
ture (tankage 50 per cent, linseed oiliaeal 25 per cent, alfalfa 
iseal 25 per cent) • 
The following table gives the percentsige composition of the 
basal rations used in the metabolism ejcperiment. 
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TABLE I 
Percentage Cocposition of the Basal Batioas 
Basal Bation A : B : 0 : D : E 
Trial I : I : II : III : IV : IV 
Period, I : II t 1,11 I 1,11 ^  III iI7 • T : II, III 
Insrredients 
Com 65,000: S3.5 : 83,5 80,000 : 90.000 
Tanlsage 7,250: « • 9,750 : 4,750 
Blood flour* 4,0 : 4,0 • • 
Linseed 
oiliaeal 3,625: 4,875 t 2.375 
Soybean 
oilmeal « « 2,0 : 12,0 • 
Alfalfa 
meal 3,625: • • 4,875 : 2,375 
salt (HaCl) 0,500: 0,5 : 0,5 0,500 : 0,500 
Total 100,000:100,0 : 100,0 100,000 :100.000 
Nutritive 
Eatio 1:6 J li7 : 1:5 1:5 : 1:7 
Sach of tbe above rations were constructed to confois to 
the recoisniendations of the llenry and Morrison Feeding Standard 
(39). The rations, ^rith a nutritive ratio of lj5, T?rere fed to 
pigs weighing between 50 and 140 pounds. The rations, rith the 
nutritive ratios of 1:6 and 1:7, "srere fed to pigs -jTei^ing betireen 
140 and 240 pounds. 
Notes on the feeds employed in compounding the rations follow; 
Com, 
The com ^fas yellow in color, well matured, and locally grown 
in 1931, It -was ground to a fine meal for the metabolism trials 
in order that the lation might be nixed thoroughly. This insured 
accurate sanipling. The com ^s a desirable constitijent in the 
low-calcium basal ration in tl^t it contained only 0,014 per c^t 
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of calcium. 
Tankage. 
The laeat meal tankage contained 60 per cent protein and 20 
per cent ash and ipas manufactured by S^ift and Company, Chicago. 
Blood Flour. 
The blood flour contained 80 per cent protein and Tjas a pro­
duct of Swift and Ccmpany, Chicago. It "ssas used as a constituent 
of the low-calcim basal ration partly on account of its IOT? cal-
ciuiB content and also because it is satisfactory as an anissil pro­
tein (80), (96)* 
Linseed Oila;eal. 
The linseed oilmeal contained 36 per cent protein and was asanu-
fsctured by Archer-Daniels-iridland Company, Minneapolis, Minn. 
Soybean Oilmeal. 
The soybean oilmeal contained 39 per cent protein. This pro­
duct, Ts-hen purchased froE the Standard Soybean Mills, Centerville, 
Iowa, ms a coa.rse seal; therefore, it -srss necessary to grind it 
to a fine meal for the metabolists i?ork. It was used as a consti­
tuent of the low^calciura basal ration on account of its protein 
supplementing efficiency and lo^ calciun content (76). 
Alfalfa Meal. 
The alfalfa taeal (XXX Brand) ^s a product of the Denver Al­
falfa Products CoBipany, Le Mar, Colorado. 
Salt. 
The salt was 98 per cent sodium chloride and a finely pul— 
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verized product. It iias manufactured by tlae Hoxton Salt Company, 
CMcago. 
Limestone. 
•pile limestone a high grade calcitan carbonate lioestone 
i 
prepared by the Micdiigan Limestone and Chemical Cospany, Buffalo, 
l?ew York. It contained 97 per cent cjalcina carbonate, 38»0 per 
cent calcium and 0.0 per cent phosphorus. As purchased, the lime­
stone •:rould not all pass through an 80-mesh per inch wire sieve. 
This material was reground and re sifted, and only that which trould 
pass through a SOO-ciesh per inch sieve was used for icetaboliaai urork, 
with the exception of Trial IV ishere the limestone -^as used as pur­
chased. 
Steaded Bone Meal. 
Swift's special stearaed bone meal was used* It was asanufac-
tured by Sfdft and Company, Chicago, and ccmtained 53.0 per cent 
ash, 33.0 per cent calcim, and 16.S per cent phosphorus, AS pur­
chased it -was not all ground finely enou^ to pass through a 40-
isesh per inch sieve. This proauct was re ground and re sifted for 
the metabolism experiment and only that -^hich would pass through a 
200—laesh per inch sieve was used. In Trial 17 and in the feeding 
experiment, the steamed bone meal was used as purchased. 
Dicapho. 
Dicapho is a trade name for a brand of precipitated dical-
ciusi phosphate produced by the Bay Chemical Coapany, 5ew Orleans, 
Louisiana. It contained 97 per cent Ca2H3(P0^28.5 per cent 
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calcituB and 21.4 per cent phosphorus* Dioapho is manufactured 
by treating rock phosphate ??ith sulphuric acid, and the result­
ing products are "Dicapho,*' and Salt Cake (?fa2S04) . As pur­
chased, the Dicapho ^fould pass through a ^XJ-aesh sieve, so it 
was not sifted except Trhexe it necessary to break dom coa­
lesced particles. 
The constituents of all rations ^ere mixed thoroughly in the 
fora; of a fine meal by a large mechanical rotary feed sixer (Mac-
Lellan Batch Mxer) before experimentation. Preceding- each per­
iod, a ssall rotary feed mixer of the same sjake •was used to six 
the supplemental compounds -cfith the basal ration. The prepared 
rations were then -sleighed on a torsion balance to the nearest 
tenth of a graa in the desired quantities to be given to the pig 
at each feeding (twice daily, 8:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M.) during 
the period- These weighed portions were sacked in manilla bags 
which -srere then sealed and stored in large galvanised cans. The 
rations ^eie carefully sampled for chemical analysis at this 
tisie. The sample taken iras approxiaiately one quart of each ra­
tion. 
The pigs were placed on the experimental ration ijasediately 
upon their arrival at the anisal laboratory in an effort to re­
duce residual effects of previoiis rations. In all fcases they 
were fed the experimental ration four or sioxe days preceding the 
beginning of the period. The pigs were fed slightly liisited ra­
tions in all experisaents so that they Tould maintain keen appe­
tites throughout the metabolism periods, thereby reducing waste. 
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7be ration was fed laoistened with distilled water and, following 
each meal, the pigs srere given all the distilled water they would 
drink. 
5. Collection, Preservation and Sampling Excreta for Analysis 
During each metabolism period the feces were deposited on 
white cotton sheets supported on a light weight wire frase, approx­
imately t^ro inches below the rezsovable galvanized wire floor of 
the crates. Even though the pigs were fed liiaited rations in 
specially designed feed hoppers, soae feed piirticles spilled on 
the sheets near the hoppers. This waste, ^?hile seldom great, was 
carefully returned to the feed trough daily, and every precaution 
was taken to siniffiise waste of feed. 
In an effort to reduce the experimental error caused by dif-
feicence in rate of digestion in pigs as it affects collection of 
feces, carsin^ in amounts varying from 0.5 to 1.0 gracs, was taixed 
with the first feed of each pig at the beginning of each meta­
bolism period. The arsount of caraiueused depended upon the size 
of the pig and the amount of feed being fed. Collection of feces 
began with the first carmine colored excreta and collections were 
aade (^ily, before the morning feeding, during the experimental 
period. CJaraiaei^s again mixed in the first feed following the 
termination of the period and as soon as the colored feces ap­
peared, collection was terminated. 
The total feces excreted by each pig during each period were 
stored in large glased earthenware jars. The feces were preserved 
in a distilled water solution containing 0.3 per cent foraalin. 
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At the end of each experimental period the composite of preserved 
and finely macerated feces »as aized thoroughlj by the aise of a 
large pestle. This feces solution of thiclc consistency was weighed 
to the nearest ounce. It ??as again stirred to insure uniform con­
sistency and a qiaart saaple taken. This sample was pebble-billed 
for a period of 10 hours in a ball aill which consisted of a four-
litre porcelain iar and 7,5 pounds of porcelain balls or flint 
pebbles. Having been thorou^ly rallied, the saiaple was transferred 
to a glass jar, sealed air-tight, and held for cnexnical arjalysis. 
It contained sufficient preservative to prevent deterioration for 
one aionth or longer. 
AS each pig urinated, the urine filtered through the sheet 
on to the funnel-shaped galvanised bottoa of the znetabolisjs crate. 
After gravitating to the apex of the funnel, which ^s fitted 
daily <itb an absorbent cotton plug saturated with thycol-
chlorofona, it was collected in four-litre glass jars placed under 
each aetaboliss crate. Approximately t?ro cubic centiisetres of 
thysol-chloroforai and five cubic centimetres of hydrochloric acid 
T^ere used as preservatives per litre of urine. The urine was 
transferred daily during each period fros the collection jars to 
50—litre glass carboys. Then, at the end of each period, the sur­
face of the funnel-shaped base of the aetabolisa crate, which con­
ducted the urine to the collection jars, was scrubbed and then 
washed ^ith a weak acid solution and distilled water. The sheets 
trhich acted as mediuias for the collection of the feces -s-ere first 
cleaned free of feces, then Trashed thoroughly in a solution of 
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dietilled ^tex and hydrochloric acid. The purpose of adding 
the acid was to insure solution of urinary salts. The wash wa­
ter so collected ws.s filtered into the period collection of urine 
for each pig. The total urine and wash -sater collected froE each 
pig during the experimental period -sas isrei^ed to the nearest 
ounce, mixed by thoroughly agitating the partly filled carboy, 
and sa/ripleG for cheracal analysis. Each saiaple taken accounted 
to approxiaiately four litres, which was stored in air-tight brovm 
bottles. 
6. Methods of Chemical Analysis 
The Calcium in the feed, feces, and urine ^s determined by 
HcGruddea*s Method (64), using the gxavisEetric alternative. The 
phosphorus in the ration and excreta was deternined gravimetri— 
cally by the standard aolybdate laagnesiuE sixture jsethod (3). 
All chesiical analyses were conducted in triplicate. 
The feed was thoroughly mixed and samples were weighed out 
to the nearest tenth of a ailligraia. The feces -were uniformly 
mixed in the sample jars, and approxiiaately 200 grass -ere trans­
ferred to a weighing bottle. FTCOT this bottle the individual 
samples, for analysis, Here weighed by difference to the nearest 
tenth of a milligraEi. The urine ^s shaken in the storage bot­
tles until it was homogeneous and then sampled in 50 and S50 
cubic centimetre amoiants for phosphorus and calcium analysis re­
spectively. The srsaller samples were taken w^ith a pipette and 
the larger ones in a volumetric fla^. These samples were erapox^ 
Sited to dryness in evaporating dishes over a steaa hot-plate. 
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Following dehydration the samples were charred over an open flame. 
At this point in the procedure, the samples for calciiaai analysis 
were placed in a csuffled furnace and ashed at a temperature of 
approxirnately 700® 0. The samples for phosphorus analysis were 
carefully pulverised trith a pestle and then treated ^ith ten cu­
bic centimetres of magnesium nitrate solution uiade according to 
the A.G.A.C. method (3) The purpose in adding the magnesium ni­
trate solution was to insure against phosphorus volatilij^ation. 
The charred urine and magnesiuE nitrate was dehydrated over a 
steam hot-plate and then the sample was carefully heated on an 
electric hot-plate until it burned to a grey color. The ashing 
process of the samples for phosphorus analysis was completed at 
a dull red heat in a muffled furnace. 
The ash so prepared for the calcium and phosphorus deter­
minations, was dissolved in a mixture of equal parts of hydro­
chloric acid and distilled luater, then dehydrated over a steam 
hot-plate. The purpose in dehydrating was to precipitate any 
silica present. The dehydrated ash samples were dissolved in 
dilute hydrochloric acid, and calcium and phosphorus analyses 
were made by methods already mentioned. 
The procedure for ashing the feed and feces was the same as 
that employed with the urine following the evaporation. There 
was one exception, however: The samples for calcitis determina­
tion were ashed at a dull red heat lather than at a lower tempera­
ture, since the ash of the feces and feed was not as susceptible 
to fusing as the urine ash. 
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C* Sxpeximentai Hesuits 
1. Trifil I 
Period I. Check Ration 
Period I was instituted to obtain inforaation on the calcium 
and phospborus balance of growing pigs, nfcich received a ration 
recocsended for dry lot feeding by the loxiffi. AgricultTixal Sxperi-
jsent Station. In addition, the data supplied information on Ithe 
individisal differences in the calciiim and phosphorus retention of 
these pigs. The ration fed to all ?igs during Period I i?as nation 
A. The ingredients of this ration are presented in Table I, page 
31. The pigs had been fed this ration for over one month preced­
ing the test. The data collected in Period I are tabulated in 
Tables II and III. During the 14-day period each pig received five 
pounds of feed per day. This feed contained 16.04 graajs of calcium 
and 12.17 gxsn;s of phosphorus. The aaount of calciun retained per 
day ranged from 3.18 grams (pig No. 190) to 5.16 grams (pig Ko. 300), 
Thile the daily phosphorus reliention ranged froas 2.14 grams (pig 
Sfo. 190) to 3.19 grains (pig Ko. ^0). The calcitim-phosphorus ratios 
for each pig were scsne^hat higher than the CajP ratio in the ration. 
Period II. I^or Level of Calciiam Suppleraentation 
Period H, -sfhich undertaken foll^^ing a t^^^o reek transi­
tion period, was designed to coinpare the calcium and phosphorus 
retention of pi^ l?o. 190, 200, and 210 ^en they were fed a loisp-
calciUT b3.sal ration supplaniented rith ground licestone, steaded 
bone seal and Dicapho. The loT?-calcium ration used Tsas Ffetion B, 
m 
TThich is outlined in Table I. This ration contained 0fi5 per cent 
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TABLE II 
G?eneial Dat& (Trial I - Period I) 
; Age of 
Pig : pigs at 
No. ; beginning-
: of period 
Length : Distin-
of : gutshing 
Period ; features 
: of ration 
: Ini-
Daily : tial 
Baticm ; wt. 
•-
• 
Fin- ; Ave. 
al : Daily 
wt. : Gain 
• 
• 
: days days : lbs. : lbs. lbs. : lbs. 
190 
200 
210 
174 
174 
160 
14 : check 
14 ; check 
14 : check 
5 :156.5 
5 :167.0 
5 :153.0 
174.5 : 1.28 
183.5 ll»l£ 
172.5 J 1.39 
TABLE III 
Daily Calci-um and Phospbonis Balance (Trial I - Period I) 
• 
# Calcium • 
Pig 
Uo^ 
: In- : 
: take : 0uts:o ( m s * )  
Reten­
tion 
« 
• 
Reten­
tion 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Ration 
Ratio 
:(gffls.): Feces : Urine : Total ( m e , )  • • • » Ca:P 
190 : 16.04 : 12.47 : 0.39 : 12.86 3.18 * • 19,82 » • 1.32:1 
200 : 16.04 : 10.48 : 0.40 : 10.88 5.16 • • 32.17 # • 1.32:1 
210 : 16.04 : 11.46 : 0.54 : 12.00 4.04 • • 25.19 • 1.32:1 
Phosphorus Retention 
Ratio 
Ga:P 
190 :12.17 : 8*58 : 1.45 : 10.03 : 2-14 • # 17.58 • » 1.49:1 
200 ;12.17 : 7.63 : 1.35 : 8.98 : 3.19 • % 26.21 • • 1.62:1 
210 : 12.17 : 7.64 S 1.56 : 9.20 : 2.97 • • 24.40 • • 1.36:1 
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calcitra, and the calciiim supplements v^ie added in amounts to 
double the calciTjm intake. The ejperimental results are record?-
ed in Tables 17 and ¥• 
On a daily feed intake of six pounds per day, the three 
pigs made average daily gains of approximately tisro pounds. The 
data in Table V shoi? that all three oigs trers in negative cal— 
ciusi balance, which was to be expected since they were receiving 
an intake of only slightly sore than two g::rcjns per day. Pig Ko. 
190> ^hich received a limestone calciufs supplement, had a nega­
tive balance of -0.09 gxarss of oalciuta per day, •srhereas the other 
t7?o pigs receiving steamed bone seal and Dicapho had negative cal­
cium balances of -0.30 grass per day. The daily phosphorus in­
take ranged frors 8.69 grams for pig 5fo.l90 to 7.61 grass for pig 
Ko. 210. The phosphorus retention for each of the three pigs «as 
approrsitnately one grasi per day. The ratio of calcium to phosphoiv-
us in the ration ranged frox 0.33:1 in the limestone suuplesiented 
ration to 0.29:1 in the bone sieal and Dicapho supplemented rations. 
The Ga:P retention ratios are not reported because the calcium 
balances of all pigs were negative. 
Discussions 
It was intended to conduct a third period in Trial III in 
which the calciuzc supplements would have been added to the lo«^ 
calcium basal ration in amounts to raise the calcium intake to 
that of Period I, but two of the ezperiniental anicsals acciden­
tally injured their deTP^cla-trs. The failure of the injured feet 
to heal necessitated a discontinxiance of this trial. 
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TABLE 17 
General Data (Trial I - Period I|) 
: Age of 
Pig J pig at 
No. : beiinning" 
: of period, 
Length ; Distin- ; 
of ; guishing : Daily 
Period ; features r Ration 
: of lation: 
Ini­
tial 
wt. 
Pin~ 
al 
wt. 
Ave. 
Daily 
Gain 
; days days ; ; lbs. lbs. Ibs- lbs. 
190 : 206 
200 : 206 
210 : 192 
10 : Limestone: 6 
10 : Bones^al : 6 
10 : Dicapho : 6 
197.5 
212.0 
201.0 
217 
232 
223 
1.80 
1-80 
2.00 
TABU: V 
Daily Galci^Jin and Phosphorus Retention (Trial I - Period 11) 
: Calciozs 
Hatitm 
Ratio 
Ca:P 
Pig : In-
5o. : taie 
:(gms.) 
; Reten-
Out ^ 0 (gss.) : tion 
Reten­
tion 
Feces : Urine : Total : (gzns.) 
190 : 2.23 
200 : 2.10 
210 : 2.19 
2.21 : 0.11 : 2.32 :-0.09 
2.29 : 0,11 : 2.40 :-0.30 
2.34 : 0.15 : 2.49 :-0.30 
-4.04 
-14.29 
-14.16 
0.33:1 
0.29:1 
0.29:1 
Phosphoras Retention 
Ratio 
Ca;P 
190 : 6.69 ; 4.94 ; 0-62 : 5.56 : 1.13 : 16.89 : (negative) 
200 : 7.16 : 5.02 : 1.18 ; 6.20 : 0.96 ; 13.41 : 
210 : 7.61 : 5.22 : 1-21 : 6.43 : 1.18 : 15.50 : 
It may "be seen in Ta-ble V that pig Ho. 190, fed the lime--
stone supplGiasnted ration, had a less regstlve calcluir: balance 
than the pige ^hich i?ere fed the steaded bone meal and Dicapho* 
It is questionable however, if the difference is significant. 
Attention is draim to the fact that the asount of phosphorus in 
the urine of Pig Ifo. 190 in Period II •ssb.s 50 per cent less than 
the urinary phosphorus of the other pigs. This may be explained 
by the contention that phosphorus snd other acid elesents are 
necessary to msintain the optimnm cheir-ical reaction in the tis­
sues 7:her. the base intake is increc.sed by the ingestion of any 
base-rich material such as limestone. 
2. Trial H 
Period I. Check Sation 
C^^lciii-s and phosphorus balance data -srere collected on four 
pigs in Period I. This was Kcde possible due to the installation 
of a fourth ssetabolisni crate. The pigs used in this period 
^^eighed approxiisately 60 pounds each. The^/- were, therefore, zvtch 
lighter in weight than the pigs used in Trial I. 
The ration used in Period I ras Ration C, the percentage 
co:r.position of ^hicb is tabulated in Table I. This ration -sfas 
very deficient in calciuo, containing- only 0.06 per cent. The 
purpose in widertaking Period I was t-rofold; first, to obtain in­
formation on the calcium and phosphorus retention of the pigs 
while all rrere receiving a siEjilar ration, and second, to reduce 
their calcius reserve so that they ^ould be more likely to re­
spond, in Period II, to any difference -prhich sight exist in the 
availability of the calciixas supplements. The data relating to 
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Period I are reported in Tables Yi and 711. 
According to tbe data in fable VII, the pigs received 0.57 
gram of calcioaa and 2.41 grass of phosphorus per day; therefoire, 
the calcitDzi-phosphorus intake ratio was 0.24:1. The calcixiia 
balances vere all negative and varied very little, while the 
phosphorus balances were positive, ranging frojs 0.13 grams to 
0,25 grarcs per day. The data indicated little difference in the 
calcius; and phosphorus saetabolisn of these pigs. 
Period II, Lo'y Level of Calciun: Supplesisntatioxi. 
^hen Period I was tei^ainated, the pigs ;srere resoved from 
the metabolism laboratory for 20 days. This procedure, rhile 
not desirable, was necessitated in order to make the metabolism 
crates available for setabolism Period I of Trial I?. During 
these 20 days the pigs ??er6 kept at the Anii'^l Husbi^ndry Experi­
mental F^s.r.T; in a cry lot, which was eight feet by 22 feet in 
sise. It had a concrete floor and a covered pen six feet by 
eight feet in size. The pigs were fed froa a self-feeder in the 
pen. The ration TO.S similar to the ration they received in the 
isetabolisffi laboratory in Period I, Trial II. During the period 
in ^fhich the pigs Trere absent from the laboratory, their growth 
rate dropped isaterially. In all probability this loiiei growth 
rate aay be attributed to the continued use of the basal ration 
which was very deficient in calciuns. 
When the pigs were returned to the anissal laboratory, the 
following allocation of rations was aade; pig Ho. 610 was contin-
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TABLE YI 
General Data (Trial H- Period I) 
Age of Length • • Distin­ • * 
-• Ini­ Fin­ AvCi 
Pig pig at of • « guishing • • Daily : tial al Daily 
Jfo- besrinning- Period • features • Ration; ^t. Trt. Gain 
of period, * • of xation: 
; days days • • • lbs. ; lbs. lbs. lbs. 
610 93 10 » • Check • 2 : 54 65.5 1.15 
634 93 10 * • Check • • 2 : 58 68.0 1.00 
532 113 10 • * Check • C 2 i 55 64.5 0.95 
630 93 10 • • Check • 2 : 61 69.5 0.85 
TABLS VII 
Baily Calci-uci end Pfcosphorus Reter.tion (Trial II- Period I) 
So. 
Calciuffi 
Ration 
R?.tio 
Ca:P 
In­
take 
(gES.) 
Outgo (ctis.) 
Reten- j Reten­
tion : tiqn 
(gms.) : ^ Feces Urine : Total 
610 
634 
538 
630 
0.57 
0.57 
0.57 
0.57 
0.83 
0.86 
0.80 
0.90 
0.16 : 0.99 
0.15 ; 1.01 
0.18 : 0.92 
0.11 : 1.01 
-0.42 : -73.68 
-0.44 : -77.19 
-0.35 : -61.40 
-0.44 ; -77.19 
0.24:1 
0.24:1 
0.24:1 
0.24:1 
Phosphorus Retention 
Ratio 
Ca;P 
610 • 2.41 • 1.78 • 0.41 « 2.19 : 0.22 : 9.13 : Negative 
634 • • 2.41 • • 1.83 # • 0.43 0 2.26 : 0.15 : 6.22 • 
532 m • 2.41 « • 1.72 m • 0.44 2.16 : 0.25 :10.37 • • 
630 * • 2.41 • • 1.83 • 0.45 • 2.28 : 0.13 : 5.39 •» • 
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ued on the basal ration (Ration C, Table I) and served as a nega­
tive control for pigs Ko. 522, 630, and B34, which received tlie 
basal ration supplejaented i^ith steaded bone meal, Dicapho, and. 
ground limestone respectively. These co-'spounds ^rere added to 
the basal ration in amounts sufficient to increase the calcium 
intake of their rations to approximately that of Period II, Trial 
In Tables ¥111 and IX the results of this period are pre— 
sented» The daily calciiain intake of pi^ 610 (check) tsas 0.59 
graas as corapared ^rith 2.69 to 2.S4 graias for the pigs which re­
ceived the calciisn supplements. The calciuia-phosphoras ratio in 
the rations of the pigs which received the calciuH supplements, 
ranged from 0.71:1 to l.lSjl. In each case the retention ratios 
of calciura to phosphorus •srere higher than the intake ratios. All 
pigs were in positive calcium balance with the exception of pig 
No. 610, T!hich received the basal ration. Pig Bo. 634, Yrhich re­
ceived liajestone, had the highest calcium retention, 0.99 grams 
per day. The phosphorus retentions were all positive, ranging 
frora 0.21 grarsis by pig No. 610 to 0.66 grasis by pig Ho. 630. 
Discussion; 
A third period was initiated in which the calcium supple­
ments were fed at high levels, but the pigs suffered an attack of 
influenza and as a result Trial II had to be tensinated. 
The data presented in Table 711 demonstrate that all pigs 
retained approximately the same amount of calcium when all irere 
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TABLE Till 
General Data (Trial II- Period H) 
Age of Lenc-th : Distin- i Ini­ Fin­ • • Ave. 
Pig pig at of t guishing : Dally tial al • • Daily 
Ho. beg:inning' Period : features : Bati(m< -ffrt. wt. # • Gain 
of period : of ration; • • 
: days days • * • • lbs. lbs. lbs. • • lbs. 
610 134 10 : Check : 2 73.5 77.0 • 0.35 
634 134 10 :Limestone : 2 79.0 83.5 li 0i45 
532 154 10 : Bonemeal : 2 73.0 79.0 » • 0.55 
630 134 10 : Dicapho ; 2 83.0 87.5 • • 0.45 
TABIS IX 
Daily Calcium and Phosphoros Retention (Trial II - Period H) 
Calcitna 
Pig 
So. 
in- : 
take : Out^o (^s.) 
Reten­
tion 
(gas.) 
Reten­
tion 
Ration 
Ratio 
Ga:P (gsns.): Feces : Urine i Total 
610 
634 
532 
630 
0.59 : 0.86 : 0.12 : 0.98 
2.81 : 1.54 : 0.28 : 1.82 
2.69 : 1.90 : 0.15 : 2.05 
2.84 ; 1.86 ; 0.14 : 2.00 
-0.39 
0.99 
0.64 
0.84 
-66.10 
35.23 
23,79 
29.58 
0.24:1 
1.16:1 
0.81:1 
0.71:1 
Phosphorus ?le tent ion 
Ratio 
Ca;P 
610 : 2.43 : 2.00 
634 i 2.43 : 1.90 
532 ; 3.32 : 2.24 
630 : 4.02 : 2.40 
0.22 : 2.22 
0.07 : 1.97 
0.58 : 2.82 
0.96 : 3*36 
0.21 
0.46 
0.50 
0.66 
8.64 : — 
18.93 : 2.15tl 
15.06 : 1.28:1 
16.42 : 1.27:1 
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receiving a similar laticn. In Table IX the data shm that pig 
So. 634, ^hlch was fed the limestone supplemented ration, had a 
hi.-'ber calciun retention than the pigs ?7hich received steased 
bone iT.eal v.n6. Dicapho supplemented rations. This is in accord 
^Ith the results secured in Trial 1 but, as in Trial I, the dif­
ferences ^ere ssall. The calciujn and phosphonis balance of the 
chec>. olp: No. 610 wr-.s practically the sti-r-e in both periods,£s 
nay be seen in Tables VII and IX. The rate of gain xcr all pigs 
in Period II Tras such lo'^er than in Period I. This lower daily 
grain in the second period pertly due to the contiiraed use of 
the colciuia-deficient ration fed during the 20 days between the 
two periods and partly due to the fact that, in Period II, the 
feed intake -sfas not increased over that of Period I. The ration 
was not increased because all of the pigs irould not niaintain a 
good appetite on a higher level of feed intake, and it was es­
sential that the feed intalce of all pigs be the same. 
3. Trial III; Period I. Check Ration 
Four purebred Poland China barrows, weighing approximately 
50 pounds each, -rere selected for Trial III. In Period I these 
pigs ?rere fed Ration C, 7?hich is outlined in Table I. As in the 
first period of the preceding-- trial, the purpose in initiating 
Period I t77ofold: first, to obtain data on the calciurri and 
phosphorus balance of the Pigs when all trere receiving similar 
rations, and second, to lo"wer their calcium reserves so that 
they Tf?ould be jrore likely to reveal any differences ^hich may 
exist in the relative efficiency of the calcius: contained in 
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ground lii^estone, steamed bone meal, and Dicapho. 
Tiie data collected in Period I are tabulated in Tables X 
ana XI. The feed consuiaed by each pig in Period I isas 1»5 pounds 
per day, and the average daily gain for each pig was approxi-
nately 0.5 pound. The ration had a calcium-phosphorus ratio of 
0.23:1, c-nd each pig received a daily intake of 0-70 grams of 
cElciu:^ and iJ.38 graais of phosphorus. Because of the lo^sr cal-
ciu:2 intake, all Pigs had a negative cnlciuE balance, which ranged 
froiii -0.03 grass (pig ?Jo.97} to —0.37 graas (pig No.Ill) per day. 
All phcsphorus balances -were positive. Pig No. Ill, which had 
the greatest negative calcim balance, had the least positive 
phosphorus balance. 
Period II. Low Level of Calciue; Supplementation 
As far as procedure ie concerned, this period is a duplicate 
of Period II, Trial II. All four pigs ^Tere fed the sane basal 
ration, nasely, f^tion C, the ingredients of which are tabulated 
in Table I. Pigs No. Ill, 113, and 114 received groimd limestone, 
steaaed bone iaeg^^ and Bicapho respectively as calcium supple­
ments to Ration C. Pig No. 97 •sras used as a negative control. 
These calcium supplements were added to the basal ration in a-
laounts to raise the calcius intake of these pigs to that of the 
pigs fed the calciuis supplemented rations in Period II of Trial 
II. 
A sussaary of the data collected in Period II is given in 
Tables XII and XIII. On a daily ration of ti^^o pounds, each pig 
made a gain in weight of approximately 0.8 pound. The supple-
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TABLE X 
General Date (Trial HE- Period I) 
• 
• Age of : Length * • Distin- : Ini­ • • Fin­ • Ave; 
Pig • • pig at : of • gtiishing : Daily tial • al • E®.ily 
No. • beginning: Period • • features : Ration • • wt. • Gain 
• 
• of period: « • of ration: • * • 0 
• days : days * • * lbs. lbs. * • lbs. • • lbs. 
97 • S2 : 10 • • clieclc : 1.5 51.25 • * 56.50 • 0.52 
111 • • 81 : 10 • # check ; 1.5 53.00 57.50 # • 0.45 
113 • 81 : 10 * • check : 1.5 51.75 • 57.25 • • 0.55 
114 * • 81 : 10 • • chec^ : 1.5 52.50 • 57.00 « • 0.45 
TABLE XI 
Daily Calcium and Phosphoras Retention ( Trial m— Period I) 
Calcim 
^'ig 
Ko." 
In­
take Outgo (ems.) 
Reten­
tion 
Reten­
tion 
RatiOQ 
Ratio 
(gms.) Feces Urine ; Total ( gJ&S.) Ca:P 
97 0.70 0.64 0.09 J 0.73 -0.03 -4.28 0.29:1 
111 0.70 0.95 0.12 : 1.07 -0.37 -52.86 0.29:1 
lis 0.70 0.90 0.05 : 0.95 -0.25 -35j71 0.29:1 
114 0.70 0.79 0.08 : 0.87 -0.17 -24.28 0.29:1 
Pbosphoras Retention 
Batio 
Ca;F 
97 2.38 # « 1.64 • • 0.36 -» • 2.00 0.38 15.97 ; KegatiTe 
111 2.38 • 1.79 # 0.56 • 2.35 0.03 1.26 # 9 
113 2.38 • « 1.70 • • 0.45 • 2.15 0.23 9.66 » 9 
114 2.38 » • 1.57 • 0.38 • • * 2.05 0.33 13.86 • • 
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TABLS XII 
General Data (Trial IE- Period II) 
• 
• Age of : Length M. * Distin- r • Ini­ Fin­ Ave-
Pig ' • • pig at : of ' • guishing : Daily tial al Daily 
Ko. • • bee-inning : Period • ' « features : Ration: wt. wt. (fein 
• 
« of period! • - • of ration: • 
• 
• days days • * lbs. « • lbs. lbs. lbs. 
97 • 98 10 ft Check : 3 • • 60.25 68.25 0.^ 
111 * 97 10 • • Limestone: 2 • • 60.50' 68.50 0.80 
113 • • 97 10 • Eonemeal : 2 * • 51.25 69.50 0.82 
114 • * 97 10 • m Dicapho : 2 -• • 60.75 69.00 0.82 
TABI^ XIII 
Daily Calciiaa and Phosphorus ItetentioE (Trial IH- Period IX) 
Pig 
So. 
Calcitza 
Ratiwa 
-Ratio 
Ca:P 
In-
"take 
(gffiS.) 
Outgo (p?as.) 
Re ten- : Reten­
tion : tion 
(gas.) : j, Feces : Orins : Total 
97 
111 
113 
114 
0.91 
2.71 
2.73 
2.79 
0.78 : 0.10 : 0.88 
1.34 : 0.17 ; 1.51 
i.45 : 0.07 : 1.52 
1.61 : 0.08 : 1.69 
0.03 : 3.30 
1.20 : 44.28 
1.21 : 44.32 
1.10 : 39.43 
0.29:1 
0.86:1 
0.70:1 
0.62:1 
Retention 
Phosphorus Ra-fcio 
Ca:P 
97 : 3.16 
111 : 3.16 
113 : 3.90 
114 : 4.49 
2.14 : 0.36 
2.04 : 0.09 
2.17 : 0.64 
2.63 : 0.85 
2.50 
2.13 
2.81 
3.48 
:0.66 
1.03 
1.09 
1.01 
20.89 
32.59 
27.95 
22.49 
1.16:1 
1.11^1 
1.09:1 
J } 
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mented rations fad in Period II supplied a daily calciurr: intake 
of slightly Esore than 2.7 .grass for each pig. The c&lciiisa-
phospliorus ratios in the suppleaented rations ranged frcas 0.6251 
(pig Ko. 114) to 0.86:1 jpig Ho.lll). Tiie retention Ca:p ratios 
Tpexe higher. The daily calcium balances of pigs Ko* 111, 113, 
and 114 differed only 0.1 gram, and the daily phosphorus balances 
of these pigs differed still less. In other ^ords, the calciiaa 
and phosphorus retention of these Pigs indicaated practically no 
difference in the utilization of ground liiaestone, steaded bone 
meal, and Dicapho. Pig Ho. 97 ^hich received the check ration, 
# ssade daily gains siarilar to the other pigs, but his calciunj and 
phosphorus retention was isuob io^r than that of the others. 
Period III. High Level of Calciuzs Supplementation 
In all the preceding aetabolisn periods, with the exception 
of the initial periods in each trial, the rations were purpose­
ly designed to test the calcium supplesients tmder the most rigid 
conditions, namely, subnorasl levels of calciuni intake. In con­
trast to this procedure. Period III was undertaken to ascertain 
the coatparative utilisation of the calciuic sapplenients ??hen addi6d 
to a low-calciun basal ration in amoiants sufficient to increase 
the daily calciuia intake to a level coispaiable irith that of recoat-
mended pig rations. As a matter of fact, the percentage of cal-
ciuaa in the ration actually fed was e<3uivalent to the percentage 
of calcium in a ration composed of 80 per cent corn, 9.75 per 
cent tankage (7 per cent Ca.), 4.875 per cent linseed oilseal, 
4.875 per cent alfalfa meal, and 0.5 per cent salt (SaCl). The 
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calcium intake of the three pigs receiving the calcium suople-
aents was approxicstely three tiases greater in this period than 
in the previous one. 
The results of this period are reported in Tables XIV and 
XV• The daily feed intake per pig during Period III T9as 2.5 
pounds or 0.5 pound greater than in the preceding period. The 
daily intake of calcius for the pigs receiving the supplemented 
rations ranged from 8.09 to 8.68 grans. The daily phosphorus in­
take ranged frcz 3.85 gr&ms for the pig ^hich sc-s fed the lime­
stone supplemented ration, to 9.59 grams Tor the pig which was 
fed the ration suppleaented with Dicapho. The cslcium—phosphorus 
ratios of the suppleaentec rations ranged from 0.90:1 in the Di­
capho ration, to 3.13:1 in the limestone supplemented ration. As 
in previous periods, the Ga:p retention ratios were sose^hat high­
er than the intake ratios of these elements. Pig No. Ill retained 
2.58 grasis of calcium and 1.10 grams of phosphorus per day. These 
retentions were quite inferior to the calciujE and phosphorus re­
tention of pigs No. 113 and 114, as may be seen in Table XV. Pig 
Ko. 97 (check), which received basal ration C, conxinued to in­
crease in weight during this period at a rate of over one pound 
per c3ay, or, exactly the sane amount tTiat he gained in the pre­
ceding period. 
It Tfill be observed in Period III that pig ifo. Ill, which re­
ceived the limestone supplement, eliminated an abnoiraally high 
content of calcium in his urine. This elimination was over 10 
times greater than the amount of cf lciun: excreted in the urine of 
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TABLE XIV 
General Data (Trial HI- PeriodH^) 
Pig • • Age of i Length Distin- Ini­ * Pin­ Ave. 
Ko. * pig at : of : guishing Daily ; tial «. al Daily 
• beginning; Peiriod features Hation; wt. M f Gain 
» 
<• of period; of ration • # • 
# days ; days lbs. I lbs. 4»- lbs. lbs. 
97 • • 112 ; 10 Checdc 2.5 ; 73.25 • •9 83.75 1.05 
111 • 111 : 10 Limestone 2.5 ; 72.25 • 81.75 0^95 
113 • • 111 ; 10 Boneaeal 2.5 ; 73.00 • • 83.50 1^05 
114 • • 111 ; 10 Bicapho 2.5 ; 73.00 » 83.00 1.00 
TABLE XV 
Daily Calcium and phosphorus Retention (TrialHI— Period HI) 
Calciuza 
Pig 
Ho. 
» 
9 
m 
• 
In­
take Out^^o (^s.) 
Reten­
tion 
« 
» 
• 
• 
Reten­
tion 
;Hation 
; Patio 
# (gsis. ) Feces Urine Total <g!SS.) J Ca:P 
97 9 % 1.14 1.01 0.10 1«11 0.03, • 2.63 ; 0.29;1 
111 » • 8.40 4.40 1.42 5.82 2.58 • 30.71 ; 2.13:1 
113 • • 8.09 3.89 0.11 4.00 4.09 • • 50.56 : 1.12} 1 
114 • « 8.68 4.59 0.13 4.72 3.96 • • 45; 62 : 0.90; 1 
Phosphorus 
Retention 
P^tio 
Ca:P 
97 • * 3.95 : 7.24 ; 0.42 3.16 ; 0.79 •• 20.00 : 0.04;1 
111 • • 3.95 : 2.81 ; 0.04 2.85 t 1.10 « « 27.85 ; 2.34;1 
113 • 7.23 ; 3.52 ; 1.08 4.60 J 2.63 • 36.38 : 1.56:1 
114 « 9^59 ; 4.60 ; 2.34 6.94 ; 2.65 • 27.63 : 1.49;1 
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the other pigs in Period III. The ^ide Ca:P latio in the ra­
tion of pig Ho- 111 Esay have been a factor in causing -ttiis shift 
in calciua excretion fros the feces to the urine. Letersinatione 
of the urinary pH of pig 5o. Ill indicated a disturbed acid-base 
balance, ^hich also laay have been a factor in causing the shift* 
The use of litmus paper as an indicator deeonstrated that 
there was a large difference in the acidity of the urine excre­
ted by the four pigs. In order to express this difference quan­
titatively, pH determinations *ere laade on the urine. The read­
ings Tc^ere taken by the use of the c^nhydrone electrode and 
saturated calomel half cell. The average pfi of the urine excre­
ted by each pig is given in Table X7I. These values are the ave­
rages of ten readings juade on the urine of each pig at approxi— 
fflately equal intervals during a 48-hour period. It -ara-s found 
that individual readings on the same pig did not vary beyond 0.3 
in pH . 
In view of the possibility that pH deterainations on the 
feces of the pips might shed sor.e light on the large differences 
in urinary p®,; four cetermina-tions were isade on the feces excre­
ted during the latter half of the above aentioned 48-hour period. 
The average of four readings is given in Table X7T. 
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TABLE XVI 
pH Kmbers of Urine and Feces (Trial m- Periods TTTandHrX 
Pig 
Ko. 
Distinguishing 
features of 
ration 
pH of Urine pH of Feces 
Period 
lU 
Period 
IS[ 
Period 
III 
9? Check 6.5 6.S 6.10 
Ill Linestone 7.8 6.8 6.70 
113 Boneaeal 5.9 6.2 6.40 
114 Dicapho 5.S 5.7 6.30 
It is interesting to note the effect of the various rations 
on the p H of the urine. The addition of limestone to a poten­
tially acidic ration raised the urinary p whereas the addition 
of steased bone n»al and Dicapho to a potentially acidic ration 
lo-^ered the pH of the urine. These results are supported by 
data reported by other investigators (29), (72). The average pH 
values for the feces of the pigs did not differ enough to -warrant 
any conclusion. 
In this period irhere limestone was used as a supplement in 
f 
a large azaount, the urine was alkaline in reaction. There was a 
less favorable retention of calciuai and phosphorus, and there was 
a retnarlcably large excretion of calcium in the urine. 
Period IV. High Level of CJalciura Suppleicentation 
Period 17 was undertaken to study the effect of adding a 
neutral inixture of mono- and di-sodiur. phosphate to a liniestone 
supplemented ration siisilar to the one used in Period III. Kore-
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over. Period IV served in part as a check on tiie data collected 
in Period III. The basal ration used in Period IV was Ration C, 
the :5ercentage conposition of ^ich is presented in Table !• 
The calcium supplements were added to Potion C in amounts siaii-
lar to those added in the preceding period. In order to raise 
the phosphorus content of the limestone supplesented ration to 
that of the "bone zneal suppleasented ration fed in Trial III, 
Period III, 2 neutral mixture of mono- and di-sodiuic phosphate 
was added. This phosphate mixture was added to the extent of 
1.3 per cent of the fcasal ration* 
The pigs used during the three preceding periods were again 
the experimental anissals in this period. In the intervening 
time between Period III and Period IT, pig No. 114 was sick fi>r 
two days, and his condition could not be diagnosed. For a few 
days his rate of gain diminished, and as a result, he was light­
er than the other pigs at the beginning of Period IV. 
After a preliminary feeding period of seven days Period IV 
began. The data collected in this period are tabulated in Table 
XVII and XVIII. During the peiiiod the average daily ration of 
each pig ^s 2.5 poxands. The daily gains isade by the pigs which 
received the calciiBs supplements ranged frca: 0.75 pound to 0.90 
pox^nd. As can be seen in Table JCVIII, the daily calcius intake 
of each pig which received a supplemented ration was over ei^t 
grams. The daily phosphorus intake ranged from 7.27 grams (pig 
No. Ill) to 9.65 grSLsiS (pig Ho. 114), The calciim-pbosphoros 
ratio of the lime stone-sodiiin phosphate suppleiaented ration was 
TABI^ X7II 
General Data (Trial HE- PeriodIS}| 
• Age of : LenRth : Di stiD- : • Ini­ * • Fin- : Ave. 
Pig • pig at ; of : guishing : Daily ; tial * # &1 : Daily 
No. * beginning: Period : features : Ration: rt» * # wt. : Gain 
• of period: : of ration: • • • • 
* 
• days : days « • * # lbs. : lbs. « * lbs. : lbs. 
97 •0 141 : 10 : Check : 2.5 : 99,00 102.00: 0.30 
111 • « 140 : 10 ;Limestcaie : 2.5 : 98.00 «- 105.50: 0.75 
& Sodium 
Piiospliate 
113 » « 140 : 10 : Bonemeal : 2.5 : 97.75 • • 106.75: 0.90 
114 140 : 10 : Dicapho : 2.5 : 89.00 96.50: 0.75 
TABLE X7III 
Daily Calcii^s and Phospliorus Retention (Trial HE-Period ]?) 
Calciiis 
Pi^ : In-
Ho. : take 
:(g2as.} 
Outgo (CTS.) Reten­tion 
(gme.) 
Reten­
tion 
Ifetion 
Ratio 
CarP Feces : Urine Total 
97 z 1.14 
ill : 8.09 
lis : 8.15 
114 : 8.69 
1.13 : 0.10 
5.^ : 0.08 
4.97 : 0.12 
5.09 : 0.13 
1.23 
5.43 
5..(® 
6.22 
-0.09 
2.66 
5.06 : 
2^47 
X^7.89 
32.88 
37.55 
^.42 
0.29:1 
1.11:1 
1.11:1 
0.90:1 
Retention 
Phosphorus Rati o 
Ca:P 
97 : 3.95 : 3.04 : 0.51 
111 : 7.27 : 4.79 : 1.22 
113 ; 7.33 : 3.7S : 1.05 
114 : 9.65 : 5.32 : 1.94 
3.55 
6.01 
4.83 
7.26 
0.40 
1.26 
2.50 
2.39 
10.13 : 
17.33 : 2.11:1 
34.11 : 1.22:1 
24.77 : 1.03:1 
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1.11:1 as compared to a Ca;P ratio of 2.13 for the liicestone ra­
tion of the previous period. Of those Trhich received the calcium 
suopleiaents, pig Fo* 113 had the highest cfeily calcium retention 
(3*06 graras), and pig No- 114 had the lowest daily calcium re­
tention (2.47 grams). It is evident, therefore, that the dif­
ferences in the calciuia retention of the pigs ?,*hich received the 
supplemented rations are isuch smaller than in the preceding per­
iod. The phosphorus retention of pig JTo. Ill did not improve 
greatly over Period III, and the retention v&s still inferior to 
that of pigs 36. 113 and Ho. 114, 
The negative control pig No. 97, -ffhich received the low— 
calciiEa hasal ration, showed in this period the detrimental ef­
fects which follow the long continued use of a calciuEi-deficient 
ration in the absence of ultra-violet light or any concentrated 
form of vitamin D. In the three previous periods pig Ho. 97 con­
tinued to increase in weight at a rate eqxial to any of the pigs 
receiving the calciuai suppleicented rations. In this period his 
rate of daily gain in weight had fallen to one-third of that in 
the previous period. His joints became enlarged and his legs 
were crooked and stiff, both of -^hich are clinical symptoms of 
rickets. It ^as reaiarkable the resistance this pig displayed 
against rickets, since, on the average, he had received less than 
one gram of calciu® per day for a period of nine t?eeks before 
showing visible si.^s of physical disturbance. | 
The most significant result obtained in Period IV ;?as the 
drop in the urinary calcium of pig Ho. Ill, fro® an abnorasally 
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high value of 1.42 grams per day (Period III) to a zore normal 
value of 0.08 grams per day in this period. Moreover, the pH 
of the urine of pig So. Ill changed frois an alkaline to an acid 
reaction (T&ble X7I). 
Table X¥I (page 56) gives the average pH number of the 
urine. The values are the avers^ge of four readings taken at 
approxinistely eo'oal intervals during a 24-hour period. The val­
ues for pigs No. S7, 113, and 114 are slightly higher than those 
taken in tbe previous period, "shile the p H of the urine of pig 
Ho. Ill is much lower. The addition of sodium phospnate to the 
liasestone ration of Pig Ho. Ill t^as no doubt an important factor 
in causing his urinary pH to return to a more noraial value. 
Bone Analyses on Pigs Used in Trial III 
All four pigs used in Trial III were slaughtered folloT?ing 
tbe termination of period IV. The fercurs and huaeri ^ere re-
nioved for cheisical analysis. The green bones were freed of all 
adhering flesh, weighed to the nearest tenth of a gram, and 
measured in length. They were then subjected to breaking strength 
tests by the use of a Tinius Olson Universal Machine. The values, 
for breaking strength Trere expressed in pounds pressure. The 
values, however, were rather lo^ due to the isjanner in -s^hich the 
bones were broken. The distal and proxissal ends :^re laid across 
the narrow ends of t^o anvil supports having a span of 8.5 centi­
metres. Pressure was applied to the diaphysis at the centre of 
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the span. The conditions .-saintained in this set-up produced 
loTfer breaking strength values as ccapared to those eicployed by 
other investigators (39), (58). This method, however^ ^as satis­
factory in dstersining the relative strength of the bones. After 
breaking strength tests had been mad^ each bone was cru^ed, then 
carefully ?rrapped in filter paper and extracted for ten days — 
three deys ^itb alcohol and ether, and seven days ^ith hot al­
cohol by ajeans of an improvised Soxhlet extractor — to recove 
a.11 ether-alcohol soluble substances. The bones -w-ere dried to 
constant weight in an electric even at 100® C*, and tiie fat-free 
weight recorded to the nearest milligram. Sach entire bene 7?as 
burned to a char over an open flame, then the ashing ^s co2v-
pleted by the use of a muffled furnace. The ash of each bone 
was ?teighed to the nearest ffiillig-ram. The total bone ash obtained 
from each bone was dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid, dehy­
drated to precipitate any silica present, filtered, 3ade up to 
volume, and alicuoted for ai^lysis of calciun: and phosphorus by 
the Hiethods mentioned on page 37. 
A study of these data, :s presented in Table XIX, shows that 
pig So« 97, -which received the eheck ration, had bones quite In­
ferior in strength and quantity of ash to the other three pigs 
receiving the calciujs supplejsented rations. Breaking strength 
and per cent ash values were highest for pig Ho. 113, rhich re­
ceived the bone meal supplenented ration, and least for pig JJo« 
111, Tfhich received the liiaestone supplemented ration. The val-
TABLE XIX 
SUMMARY OF BONE AUALYSl 
Pig Bone Length Breaking Green Fat-Free Bone-Ash Ash of Total 
Ho. (over Strength Weight Dry Weight Dry Calcium 
all) 8.5 c.m. Weight Weight in Bone 
snan 
c.m. Ihs. gms. sms. Kzas. gms. 
•R.F. 13.4 285 134 55.39 24.39 44.03 9.43 
L.F. IS.S 270 158 54.47 23.50 43.15 9.08 
97 
R.H. 14.1 275 151 53.02 23.58 44.49 9.08 
L.H. 14.1 230 148 52.73 23.23 44.11 8.97 
R.F. 17.3 300 187 59.45 30.58 51.44 12.00 
L.F. 17.6 320 190 59.74 31.02 51.94 12.22 
111 
R.H. 15.0 345 177 58.91 30.97 52.57 12.18 
L.H. 15.1 325 177 59.19 30.91 52.22 12.15 
R.F. 18.3 480 187 33.70 33.34 54.48 14.15 
L.F. 18.4 540 187 37.50 33.39 54.33 14.29 
lis 
R.H. 15.3 515 172 63.93 35.48 55.50 13.83 
L.H. 15.3 430 174 S4.39 35.23 54.72 13.35 
R.F. 17.1 330 139 55.34 29.73 53.72 11.47 
L.F. 17.2 290 172 53.52 29.94 52.97 11.58 
114 
R.H. 14.4 445 158 55.03 29.91 54.37 11.35 
L.H. 14.5 410 159 55.02 30.05 54.32 11.38 
• R.r. Right femur 
L.F. Left femur 
R.H. Right humerus' 
L.H. Left humerus 
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TA5L2 XIX 
RY OF BONE ANALYSES 
fesh of Total Calcium Calcium Total Phosphorus Phosphorus 
Dry Calcium in Fat- in Phosphorus in Fat-Free in ^ ne 
height in Bone Free Asli in Bone Bone Ash 
Bone 
ems. SMB. 
44. OS 9.43 17.02 38.33 4.48 8.09 18.37 
43.15 9.08 13.37 38.34 4.29 7.88 18.23 
44.49 9.08 17.12 38.51 4.29 8.09 18.19 
44.11 8.97 17.01 38.56 4.23 8.02 18.18 
51.44 12.00 20.18 39.24 5.77 9.70 18.87 
51.94 12.22 20.43 39.39 5.8S 9.81 18.89 
52.57 12.18 20.38 39.33 5.85 9.93 18.89 
52.22 12.15 20.53 39.31 5.83 9.90 18.93 
54.48 14.15 21.21 38.94 3.78 10.13 18.33 
54.36 14.29 21.17 38.95 
00 to 10.13 18.34 
55.50 13.83 21.33 38.98 S.37 10.43 18.80 
54.72 13. o5 21.20 38.75 3.55 10.17 18.59 
53.72 11.47 20.73 38.58 5.45 9.85 18.33 
52.97 11.58 20.49 38.38 5.43 9.33 18.24 
54, 37 11.35 21.17 38.95 5.54 10.07 18.52 
54. S2 11.38 21.23 38.87 5.57 10.12 18.54 
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ues for pig No. 114, fed the Bic&pho supplement, were interme­
diate; the differences, hoTrever, frere siaall^ The percentage of 
ash isas slightly hi^er in the hiijceri of all pigs than in the 
feisurs. The percentage of calcium and phosphorus in the "bone 
ash of all pigs t?ss sijsilar, averaging aroimd 18*5 per cent phos­
phorus and 39.0 per cent calciuas. When the percentages of cal— 
ciu2i and phosphorus i?ere based on the dry bone, they rere much 
less for the check pig (No. 97) than for the others. The check 
pig had 17 per cent calciuai and eight per cent phosphorus, while 
the other pigs had approxismtely 20 per cent calcium and 10 per 
cent phosphorus. 
Discussion: 
Data, collected in Period II of this trial, demonstrate that 
??hen liEiSstone, bone zaeal, and Dicapho "Sfere fed at low intate 
levels as supplements to a lov5i-calciuin ration, the pigs utilized 
them ??ich alisost eqml efficiency. This result is in agrees;ent 
^ith the results obtained in Trials I and II. The differences 
in calcium and phosphorus reteiition of pigs So. Ill, 113, and 
114, were greater in Period I, when all pigs «^ere fed the checJc 
ration, than in Period II. This would indicate that the indi­
viduality of the pigs ffli^t account for the differences in Period 
II. 
In Period III the calcium supplements were added to the basal 
ration at high levels. In this period the pigs ^rhich ^ere fed 
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bone meal (No. 113) and Dicapho (iTo- 114), retained much acre 
celciiaa and phosphorus than pig Ho. Ill, which received a lime^ 
stone supplemented ration. The calciina excretion in the •urine 
of pig Eo. Ill during Period III *as abnorsaally high, and it 
had an alkaline reaction. In Period 17, i?hen a neutral nizture 
of sodiuta phosphate included in the ration of pig So. Ill, 
the retention of calcius was similar to that of pigs No. 113 and 
114 during Period 17. The pH arid calciics content of the urine 
of pig Ho. Ill had returned to normal in Period 17. These data 
indicate that the change in the calciusi-phosphorus intake ratio, 
froffi 2.13:1 in the lisestone supplemented ration to 1.11:1 in 
the lii-nestone neutral phosphate suppleciented ration, were factors 
in improving the retention of pig So. 111. 
Determination of the breaking strength, ash, calcium, and 
phosphorus of the bones of pigs No. Ill, 113, and 114 indicate 
little difference in their cojsposition. 
Pig No. 97, Tfhich served as a negative control curing Trial 
III, showed no external syfsptoms of calcixxa deficiency for a per­
iod of nine weeks. During this time his calcium intake averaged 
less than one gram per day, and vitaisin D -was absent fras his 
diet in any concentrated form. During the tenth week he devel­
oped symptoms of rickets and disturbed aetabolisa!. 
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4. Trial lY, 
Period !• High Level of CalciiHi Supplementation 
Trial IT mas undertaken to determine the calciiair and phos­
phorus i-etention of representative barrox?s froa Lots II, lY, VI, 
and VIII in Series II of the Feed Lot Ssperiieent reported in 
Part II of this thesis* The first period was conducted during 
the early part of the Feed Lot Experiment t^en the barrows weighed, 
between 106 and 114 pounds each. 
The following representative barrccrs rere selected: Let II, 
pig jlo. S046; Lot IV, pig !fo. 3018; Lot VI, pig Ho. 3014; Lot 
VIII, pig So. 197. Each of these barrows was fed a sirnilar ra­
tion (during the asetabolisni trial) to that i?hich he received in 
the feed lot. The percentage composition of the rations fed to 
these pigs, is given in Table XXVI (first 30-day period), page 
78. The amount of the calci\jm supplements added to the check 
ration (on an equivalent calciura basis) -ras based upon data col­
lected in previous esperiaents, wherein 140 pigs of approximate­
ly the saae age and weight as those used in this experijsent^were 
fed a basal ration sicilar to the one used in this experiaient. 
These 140 pigs ??ere fed a aineral cixture free-choice style. The 
amount of supplemental ccslcium in the mineral mixture consumed, 
was as follows: first 30 days, 4.2 grarss; second 30 days, 3.35 
grams; third 30 days, 2.04 grass. These figures served as a 
practical basis for the calctilation of the amount of the three 
calcius coEpounds used as supplements. 
The data relating to Period I are suoiaarized in Tables XX 
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and XXI» The feed consiiaed by each pig in Period I ajsounted to 
foiir pounds per day. Tiie average daily gain for each pig was 
approximately 1.3 pounds. The suppleisented rations fed supplied 
a daily calciirs intake of 17.3 gis-ms each, while the check raticaa 
supplied 13.86 grams of calciian. The phosphorus intake of the 
four pigs ranged froai 11.09 grams for pig Ko-. 5046 to 13.37 crame 
for pig No. 197. The calcium and phosphorus retentions for all 
pi£S were quite similar, AS in previous trials, the urinary 
phosphorus of the pig receiving the limestone much lo^er than 
that of the other three pigs. 
Period II. Losr levels of Calcim Supplementation 
At the tercination of Period I the pigs 'rsre returned to 
the dry lots froa ^hich they had been taken. After five weeks 
tLr.e they Tfere again transferred to the ©etabolisisi crates in the 
aniicai laboratory for another test. The rations fed during this 
period were the same as those fed during the last period of tbe 
Feed Lot Sxperiment. The percentage ccxsposition of the rations 
are reported in Table XXVI (10-17.5 day period), page 78. 
The daily cal'ciuis intake of all pigs in Period II was con­
siderably less than that of the preceding period. This ife partly 
accounted for by tbe reduction of trinity laixture in the ration, 
and partly due to the lo^er level of cslcius aipplementation. 
It was necessary to decrease the amount of trinity aixture in 
the ration and increase the com in order that the nutritive ra­
tio would confora to a recoE:siended standard (39) for pigs weigb-
TABIJ: 2X... 
General Data {TxisJL 17 - Period I) 
Pig 
I?o. 
Age of : Length 
pig at ; of 
beginning; Period 
of period: 
Distin-
gui shing 
features 
of ration 
: Ini-
Baily : tial 
Bations trt. 
m 
• 
Pin­
al 
wt. 
Ave. 
Daily 
Oain 
days : days lbs. : lbs. lbs* lbs. 
3046 
3018 
3014 
197 
133 : 14 
146 : 14 
146 ; 14 
156 : 14 
Check 
Lijse stone 
Bonesseal 
Dic^pho 
4 t 109-50 
4 : 112.00 
4 : 106.50 
4 : 113.50 
128,00 
130.50 
124.50 
132.00 
1.32 
1.32 
1.29 
1.32 
TABLE XXI.. 
Daily CaiciuB and Phospliorus Retention (Trial VJ- Period I) 
CalciuH 
Pig In- ; 
Outgo {^s 
Reten­ Reten­ Ration 
Ho. take ; : tion tion Ratio 
(gffiS.)! Feces : Urine Total : (gas.) $ CatP 
3046 13.86: 9.23 : 0.26 9.49 : 4.37 31.53 1.25:1 
3018 17.39: 12.38 : 0.20 12.58 : 4.81 27.66 1.57:1 
3014 17.32: 12.42 : 0.24 12.66 : 4.66 26.90 1.43:1 
197 17.36: 12.62 : 0.22 s 12.84 J 4.52 26.04 1.30:1 
PlK>spIioTOS Retention 
Satio 
(^;P 
3046 • • 11.09: 6.86 • • 1.45 : 8.31 * • 2.78 : 25.07 :1.57:l 
3018 • 11.05; 7.37 • • 0.67 : 8.04 * * 3.01 : 27.24 :1.60;1 
3014 • •- 12.12: 8.19 * • 1.65 : 9.84 • 2.^ : 18.81 t2.04:1 
197 • •- 13.37: 8.74 • • 1.86 r 10.60 • 2.77 : 20.72 :l.63il 
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ing 200 pounds. Since trinity saixture contains 50 per cent tank­
age, and inasmuch as the tankage used contained seven per cent 
calcium, a reduction in this ingredient materially reduced the 
calcium content of the ration- It will be recalled frosi Period 
I that the amount of calcium added to the check ration uas cal­
culated from data obtained in previous experiinents. In these 
previous experiments the amount of euppleroental calcii»n consumed 
by the Pigs weighing 200 pounds "BSS considerably less than that 
consxaxned by the younger pigs. 
Data, pertaining to Period II ^aie tabulated in Tables XXII 
and XXIII. In this period each pir received six pounds of feed 
per day. The daily calcium intake of the pig-s fed the supple-
men-ifed rations was slightly isore then 12 graas each. The daily 
phosphorus intake of these pigs ranged from 12.14 to 12.97 gr^s^ 
and as a result the Ca:P ratio, in the ration -was quite narrow, 0.93 
— 0.99:1. " 
The retention data in Table XXIII sho^ that pig Ko. 3018 had 
a slightly higher retention of calcium and phosphorus than that 
of the other pigs. The retention ratios of calcium to phosphorfes 
were higher than the intake ratios in every case. 
Period III. Check l&tion 
In preceding trials the check period preceded the periods 
during -shich the supplements were tested. In this trial the 
order was reversed, in that tTro periods wherein calciian supple­
ments were fed, were followed by a check period. Pigs Ko. 197, 
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TABLE XXII 
General Data (Trial ly— Period H) 
m 
# Age of • • Length • • Distin­ • • Ini­ • « •Fin- : Ave. 
Pig • • pig at • of • • guishing Daily * • tial * • al : Dail] 
Ho. • • beginning: Period • * featiires I&tion: wt. • • irt. : Gain 
• 
• of period: • of ration • • « 
• (^ys • 0 days * • lbs. • • Ibe. lbs. : lbs. 
3046 • • 174 'B 0 14 «• • Check 6 • 175.0 .* m 194.70 1.41 
3018 • 187 -» • 14 m m Limestone 6 • ' • 180.0 • 0 201.80 1.56 
3014 • • 187 • 14 .» • Bonerseal 6 »• • 175.0 • 193.50 1.32 
197 « • 197 * M- 14 * Dicapho 6 • • 172.0 192.20 1.44 
TABI»E XXIII 
Daily CalciiM and Phosphorus Retention (Trial 17- Period I^ 
Pig 
Ifo. 
Calcium 
Ration 
Batio 
Ca:P 
In- : : Re ten-
take : 0ut;?o (jims.) : tion 
Reten-
ti on 
(gES.): Feces Urine Total : (pss-) 
3046 
3018 
3014 
197 
10.87: 7.49 
12.02: 8.27 
12.14: 8.66 
12.02: 8.75 
0-31 
0.22 
0.44 
0-34 
7.80 : 3.07 
8.49 : 3.53 
9,10 : 3-04 
9.09 : 2-95 
28-24 : 
29-37 
25.04 
24-38 
0.90:1 
0.99:1 
0-96:1 
0-93:1 
Phosphoms Retention 
Ratio 
Ca:P 
3046 12.14: 7.39 2.23 » 9.62 2.52 : 20.76 •' • 1.22:1 
3018 12.14: 7-46 1.36 • 8-82 • • 3.32 : 27.35 1.06:1 
3014 12.59: 8.38 1.40 9-78 • 2.81 : 22.32 • 1-08:1 
197 12.97: 7.88 2.23 * • 10.11 • 2-86 : 22.C© • • 1.02:1 
• An estiiaated weight as no freight i»as taken between periods II 
and HI. 
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3011, and 3014, received the suppleisented rations in Per­
iods I and II, were changed to a check ration similar to the one 
fed to pig No. 3046 in Period II. The ingredients of this ration 
(ite-tion E) are talialated in Table I. 
The purpose of conducting this period -was to obtain informa­
tion on the calci'um and phospiiorus retention of the four pigs 
vhen all received a siinilar ration. It was thought that this in­
formation would be of value in interpreting the results obtained 
in Periods I and II. 
The data collected during this period are reported in Tables 
XXIV and XXV. The ration fed in Period III had a c&lciuia-
phosphcrus ratio of 0.9:1. Six pounds of this ration irere fed 
to each pig daily, and this aaount supplied a daily intake of 
10.89 grains of calcim and 12.06 graas of phosphorus. Pig Ho. 
3018 had the highest calciun and phosphorus retention aiEoimting 
to 3.14 grasss of calciiJis and 2.98 grams of phosphorus per day. 
The retention values for the other pigs i?ere quite similar to 
each other. 
Discussion: 
It is evident froa the data presented in Trial 17 that there 
was no advantage in supplementing the basal ration ^ith calcim, 
since the average daily gains and calcium and phosphorus reten­
tion values irere quite similar for all four pigs in each period-
In Period I, pig Ifo. 3018, which iras fed the liniestone supple­
mented ration, Imd a slightly higher calciuo balance than the 
other pigs. In Period II, this was again borne out. In Period 
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TABLE XX17 
Genexal Data (Trial IV- Period 11^) 
Age of Lengtli Distin- : mi- : Fin- Ave. 
Pig. pig at of gui^ing Daily : tial ; al Bail] 
No. beginning Period features Ration; wt» : wt* Gain 
of p-eriod, of ration. : : 
days days lt)s« : lbs. t lbs. lbs. 
3046 193 7 Cijeck 6 : *213.10 223.00 1.41 
3018 206 7 Check 6 : 25-2.10 233.00 1.56 
3014 206 7 Check 6 : 210.80 220.00 1.32 
197 216 7 Check 8 : SD6.90 217.00 1.44 
TABLE XXV 
Daily Calcium and Pbosphorus Hetsntion (TrialIV- Periodm) 
Oalcium 
Pig 
Ko. 
In- : 
take : Outsro (sjBS:. 
Heteii-
tion 
• 
• 
• f 
Reten­
tion 
Ration 
Ratio 
(gas.): Feces Urine Total (gms.) « Ca:P 
3046 10.89t 7.69 0.28 7.97 2.92 • 26-81. 0.90:1 
3018 10.89: 7.45 0.30 7.75 3.14 « * 28.83 0.90:1 
3014 10.89; B.03 0.46 8.49 2.40 22.04 0.90:1 
197 10.89; 8.10 0.28 8.38 2.51 * • 33.05 0.90:1 
Pbosplxorus Retention 
Ratio 
Ca;P 
3046 •* # 12.06: 7.34 2.06 : 9.41 2.65 • • 21.97 : 1.10:1 
3018 * # 12.06: 7.46 1.62 : 9.08 2.98 # • 24.71 ; 1.05:1 
3014 * • 12.06: 7.99 1.32 : 9.31 2.75 • • 22.80 : tt.87:l 
197 • % 12.06: 7.44 1.87 : 9.31 2.75 • m 22.80 ; 0.91:1 
* An estimated ^rei^t as no '!?eights 'v?ere taien between periods II 
and III* 
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III, howe-ver, -^^here all pigs received a similar ration, pig No. 
3018 continued to retain a greater amount of calciics than the 
other pigs. It 7?ould seeai then that the saneTrhat higher cal-
ciTEQ retention of pig Ho. 3018 was not due to the limestone 
suopleaented ration, but rather to the individuality of this pig. 
B. Discussion of Experimental Resxilts 
vihen ground liaestone, steamed bone seal, and Dici^pho were 
fed at low levels as calciu^n supplements to a calciuas-deficient 
ration, the calcius-phosphorus retention data indicated prac­
tically no difference in their utilization, '^hen these same 
supplements were fed. at high levels, the calciuns and phosphorus 
retention of the pig receiving the limestone supplemented ration 
was lower than the retention of the other pigs. The lower reten­
tion of the pig fed the lisestone ration my have been due to one 
or both of the following factors: 
(1) The calcium-phosphorus ratio and vitasin D. 
The Ca;P ratio in this ration was 2.-13:1, and inasauch as 
the ration was practically devoid of vitasin C, this ratio aay 
have been too wide for satisfacdiory results. This contention is 
supported by a nujsber of experizaents (12), (59), (86) • 
(2) The acid-base balance. 
The pig receiving the limestone excreted an alkaline reac­
ting urine which contained an abnormally high content of calcium. 
Other investigators have found that the acid-base balance is a 
factor to be reciconed with in calcium and phosphorus sjetaboliss 
(33), (84). 
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The less favoiable results secured ifhen limestcaie -sas fed 
at high levels as a supplesent were overcoiEe by the addition of 
a neutral mixture of mono- and di-sodium phosphate to the ration. 
A sufficient amount of the phosphate mixture ^jas added to change 
the Ca:P ratio in the ration from 2*13:1 to 1.11:1. It is evi­
dent therefore, that so long as the calcitus-phosphorus relation­
ship in the ration is satisfactory, limestone is Qust as vaimble 
as a calcium supplement as steamed bone ineal and Dicapho. 
The Ca:P retention values of four representative pigs, taken 
froa the feed lot experiment and reported in Part II of this 
thesis, desionstrate no difference in the utilisation of limestone, 
bone aieal and Dicapho. The data indicate moreover, no advantage 
in ac-ding suppleaental calcius; and phosphorus to a ration coia-
posed of com, tankage, linseed oilrceal, alfalfa rceal, and salt. 
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Part lis Feed Lot Experiment 
A. Object of the Experiaent 
This experiment -iras conducted to determine: (1) The effi­
cacy of ground liiasestone, steamed bone meal, and Dicaoho as cal-
cixic supplements to a practical ration which is fed widely in 
dry lot to gro^ng and fattening pigs. (2) The advisability of 
adding calcium to a practical hog growing ration composed of com 
and trinity rnixture (tankage, linseed oilmeal, and alfalfa rseal). 
B. Outline of Experiment 
On August 10, 1932 ei^ty Poland China feeder pigs, purebred 
and crossbred, averaging 88 pounds in weight, ?rith an average age 
of 112 days, were divided into eig^it lots of 10 pigs each.. i?eigbt, 
breed, sex, age, condition and probable oatffioae were factors con­
sidered in making the allotaents. Lots I, III, V, and VII forced 
Series I, idaile lots II, 17, VI, and VIII formed Series II. Each 
series served as a replicate of the other in treatment except 
that, on tmj different occasions, a representative barrow frac 
each lot in Series II isas removed for metabolisss trials. The 
first removal nas made on August 29th, and the barrows were re­
turned 21 days later- These same pigs *ere again transferred to 
the metabolism crates on October 10th end returned to their lots 
32 days later. 
The purpose of taking one pig from eac^ lot in Series II isas 
to determine the calcium and phosphorus retention of each barrow 
??hile he tras receiving a -jreighed amount of the same rations each 
pig bad been receiving when in the feed lot. The follo'sring repre— 
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eentative pigs were selected fro® the lots: Lot II, pig No. 
3046; Lot IV, pig Wo. 3018; Lot VI, pig So. 3014; Lot YIII, pig 
So. 197. Data on the calcitaa and phosphorus retention of these 
pigs are presented in Part I (Trial I¥) of this thesis. 
The experiment terminated when each lot of pigs readied 
an average liveweight of 225 pounds. A tabulated outline of the 
experiment follosfsj 
Series 
^0. 
Lot 
No. 
Ho. of 
Pigs 
Distinguishing 
Features of 
r&tion 
Statistics 
Collected 
I 10 Basal ration l.Gain in live-
III 10 Basal ration 4 wei^t 
I ground limestone 
V 10 Basal ration 4- 2. Feed consmp-
steamed bonemeal tion per 100 
lbs. gain in 
VII 10 Basal ration 4 liveweight 
Dicapho 
II 
II 
IV 
VII 
VIII 
10 
10 
10 
10 
Basal ration 
Basal rati (Hi * 
groimd limestone 
Basal ration * 
steamed bonetneal 
Basal ration •* 
Dicapho 
1.(fe.in in live-
weight 
2. Feed consuinp-
tion per 100 
lbs wgain in 
liyeweight 
3. Calci'Jis and 
phosphorus bal* 
ance data 
C. Aniaals Used 
The 80 pigs used in this experistent were all raised on the 
Aninsal Husbandry Experimental Farm and were purebred Poland China 
or crossbred (Poland Chinai'Duroc Jersey cross and Poland China-
Yorkshire cross). 
The dams of the pigs received sifsilar treatment previous to 
and after farro"^ng. Most of the pigs were farrowed during April; 
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this raade theis slightly faore than three and one—half months old 
when the experiment hegan. The male pigs T?ere castrated, and all 
the pigs Tsexe treated for hog cholera before weaning. From irean-
ing imtil the experiment began, all Pigs received a good groining 
ration and had access to pasture. 
D. Housing and Equiptnent 
Each group of pigs had access to a dry lot 26 feet by 120 
feet. In each lot there W£S a movable house which had a gable 
roof, a plank floor, and was 10 feet by 12 feet in size. Each 
house Tsas equipped Trith t^o self-feeders. The troughs of these 
feeders were divided into three coJBpartiaents, each compartffient 
having a separate cover. These covers piactically eliminated 
waste of feed, for they fell into place when the pigs Tithdre-sr 
their heads after feeding. Water -sras supplied by large galvan­
ized ^ter tanks placed in the dry lots. 
E. nations and Method of Feeding 
The basal (check) ration used in this experiaent iss.s cc«aposed 
of ground corn and trinity mixture (meat sseal tankage 50 per cent, 
linseed oilmeal 25 per cent, and alfalfa zseal 25 per cent). 
The aaount of calcium added to the basal ration nas deter— 
ained by the utilization of data fron previous hog feeding experi­
ments. In the previous experiments, 140 pigs of approximately the 
same age and wei^t as those used in this experiment, trere fed 
free-choice style a ration similar to the one fed in this experi-
aent. The average daily amount of supplemental calcium (Ca.) 
consumed by these 140 pigs was as follows: First 30 days, 4.2 
grams; second 30 days, 3.35 graajs; third 30 days, 2.04 gracas. 
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These figures served as a piacticsO. hasis for the calculation 
of the amounts of the three calcitam coaspounds used in this feed 
lot experiment. At the beginning of each 30-day period the 
amounts of supplesental calcium were changed in accordance irith 
the above figures. 
The ingredients of the rations were finely ground and then 
mixed "by means of a MacLellan Rotary Batch Mixer. The ration «as 
prepared and aixed at the beginning of each 30-day period. It 
va-s fed in dry forja and free-choice style. In other wrds, the 
pigs had access to feed in the self-feeders at all times. "!?ater 
was always available to the pigs in large galvanized Tsater tanks. 
The percentage composition of the rations fed in the experiment 
is given in Table XX7I. 
F. Collection of Data 
Data -srexe collected on the average daily gains in weight 
made by the pigs, the average feed consursed by the pigs in each 
lot, and the average feed reouired per pig per 100 poijnds gain 
in live-ffeight. Each pig Tt&s -sreighed on three consecutive days 
at the beginning and end of the experiaent. The averages of 
these three initial and three final wei^ts were taken as the 
initial and final wei^ts respectively. In addition, individual 
wei^ts were taken every 30 days during the experiment. 
Weighed amoimts of feed were placed in the self-feeders and 
weigh-backs of uneaten feed *ere nade every ten (flays. These data 
for 10-day periods were grouped at the end of each 30-day period 
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TABLE XX?I 
Percentage Cots position of RatioBS 
• Series 
I 
Series 
II 
Ingredients Percentajre Coiaposition 
let 30 
days 
2nd 30 ; Remainder 
days : of e:q). 
s period 
Lot Lot 
II 
Ground com 
Tankage 
Linseed oilnieal 
Alfalfa meal 
Salt 
80.OCX) 
9.750 
4.875 
4.875 
0.500 
100.000 
80.000 
3.750 
4.875 
4.875 
0.500 
100.000 
days) 
90.000 
a.750 
2.375 
^.375 
0.500 
100.000 
: Ground com : 79.410 79.680 89.856 
: Tankage ; 9.750 S.750 4.750 
; Linseed oilneal : 4.875 4.875 3.375 
III IV 2 Alfalfa meal : 4.875 4.875 S.375 
: Salt : 0.500 0.500 0.500 
1 Ground liasestone 0.590 0.320 0.144 
« • 
* • :100.000 100.000 100.000 
: Ground com : 79.300 79.630 89.830 
; linkage ; 9.750 9.750 4.750 
: Linseed oilmeal ; 4.875 4.875 2.375 
V VI J Alfalfa laeal : 4.875 4.875 2.375 
: Salt : 0.500 0.500 0.500 
c Steamed bonemeal 0.700 0.370 0.170 
• 
• :100.000 100.000 100.000 
: Ground com 79.190 79.570 89.803 
: Ifenkage 9.750 9.750 4,750 
s Linseed oilmeal 4.875 4.875 2.375 
VII vm : Alfalfa seal 4.875 4.875 2.375 
: Salt 0.500 0.500 0.500 
: Dicapho 0.810 0.430 0.197 
• 100.000 100.000 100.000 
• Sote that Series II is a replication of Series I 
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so that a 30-day smssa.iy was available as *?ell as a total experi-
ffisnt soiCTsaiTr for eacli lot-
It ^111 be recalled that, on t-sro different occasions, one 
pig isas removed from each lot in Series II for the purpose of 
deteimining his oaicim and phosphorus retention. The amount of 
feed consxuaed by each of these pigs, while in the rsetabolism lab­
oratory, was added to the amount consursed by the ressaining nine 
pigs of his lot. The gain in weight made by each of these pigs 
??hile in the metabolisa laboiatory, was credited to the data on 
gains in wei^t for the lot from ^hich he was taken* 
G. Health of Aniisals 
The anissals ^exe in healthy condition when the experiment 
be^ji and reasained so until the experiment had been in progress 
about 50 days. At this tin;e all lots were affected by a light 
attack of influenza* Lot I, according to general observation, 
was icost affected, rhile Lots II, lY, V, and VII were least af­
fected; however, as laay be seen froa the experimental data, none 
of the pigs could have been seriously ill. It is believed that 
the sudden change to cold fall weather was the cause of the in-
fluenssa outbreak. In less than a week following the outbreak the 
pigs had improved greatly, and during the reiaainaer of the experi­
ment, they continued in excellent health, with the exception of 
one pig in Lot VI whose death on October 3rd was attributed to 
pnexxsonia. 
H. Experimental Results 
In order to gain a perspective of the experimental results 
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a surmaaary of the data collected is tabiJLLated in Table XX7II. The 
average feed ODnsmption and daily gains in live-freight are given 
detailed presentation under separate headings in Tables XXVIII aad 
XXIX. 
TASLS XXVII 
Summary of Cata 
Ser­
ies 
Ko. 
Lot 
No. 
No. 
pigs 
in 
lot 
Distin- : 
guishing t 
features ; 
of rati OK 
* 
• 
» 
• 
• 
Ave. 
Ini­
tial 
wt. 
Length 
of tiae 
required 
to attain 
aporox. 
2^ lbs, 
liveweijs^rt 
Ave. 
B&ily 
gein in 
•rt. per 
pig 
Feed re­
quired 
for 100 
Ibs.gaiJ 
in live-
weight 
lbs. days lbs. lbs. 
I 10 Check ; 89«00 74.0 1.84 396.31 
I III 10 Liaestone: 88.23 77.5 1.76 391.^ 
V 10 Boneaieal : 88.10 77.5 1.76 389•22 
VII 10 Dicaoho : 88.40 76.0 1.80 381.15 
II 10 Check : 89.07 77.5 1.76 386.95 
II IV 10 Limestone: 87.97 73.5 1.86 371.39 
VI 10 Eonezaeal : 87.60 75.5 1.81 385.88 
VIII 10 Dicapho ; 88.57 74.0 1.84 379.29 
1. Daily Gain in Livewei^t 
TABLE XXVIII 
Average Daily Gains in Liveweieht (lbs.) 
Distinguishing • • Check : Liiae stone : Bone^eal : Dicapho 
Features of 
lotion 
• 
• 
• 
LOU LOZ : 
I II : 
Lot Lot : 
in IV : 
Lot Lot : 
V VI : 
Lot Lot 
VII VIII 
Series No. I • 1.84 : 1.76 : 1.76 : 1.80 
Series Ho.II • • 1.76: 1.86: 1.81 : 1.84 
Average • 1.80 ; 1.81 : 1.78 : 1.82 
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?he date in Table XXVIII snoTr that the pigs made high eve-
rage daily gains and that the difference in gains bet^feen the 
lots was Sisali. In Series I, the daily increase in liveireight 
ranged fros 1.76 pounds per day in Lots III and V to 1.84 poiinds 
in Lot I. In Series II, the gains ranged from 1.76 pounds in 
Lot II to 1.86 pounds per day in Lot IV. This difference, ^hich 
amounts to 0.1 pound, is the largest difference in average daily 
gains bet^reen any two lots 7?ithin either series or betr^een the 
series themselves. In reference to the statistical significance 
of a difference of 0.1 pouncl, it has been the erperienoe of the 
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station that differences up to 0.14 
potmd say be expected from individual va^riations in pigs under 
controlled conditions. One can conclude ^th considerable assur­
ance, therefore, that the rations fed were all sinilar in their 
capacity to proaiote gain in live-sreight. In other ^ords, this 
method of analysis revealed that no significant weight differences 
resiilted from supplementing the basal ration vrith equivalent a-
mounts of calcivns as it occurred in the supplements studied. This 
method further indicated that no i.-nprovenent in average daily gains 
can be expected by adding a calciuiE supplement to the check ration 
composed of com and trinity laixture. 
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TABLE XXIX 
Atrexage Daily Gain in Liveweight by Periods (lbs.) 
Lot 
Ko. 
Distinguishing 
Features of 
Jfeition 
First 
30 
days 
Second 
30 
days 
Resiainder 
of Exp. 
10-17.5 days 
I Check 1.79 1.60 2.58 
Series III Limestone 1.68 1.59 1.99 
I V Boneseal 1.67 1.69 1.83 
VII Dicapho 1.70 1.70 1.88 
II Check 1.71 1.62 1.95 
Series 17 Limestone 1.79 1.83 1.90 
II Tfl Bonejseal 1.76 1.68 2.02 
VIII Dicapho 1.89 1.60 1.98 
Table XXIX presents the average daily gains by 30-day per­
iods. It ?dll be noticed in this table that ail lots excepting 
Lots IV, V, and VII made larger average daily gains during the 
first 20-day period than during the second 30-day period. The 
lower average daily gains during the second -30-day period ^re 
caused, in all probability, by the light attack of influenea TPhich 
affected all groups during this period. As z.a.y be gathered from 
the data, hcsever, all pigs throughout the experiment rrede ex«B» 
cellent daily gains in livewei^t. 
2. Feed Consumption per 100 Pounds Gain in Liveweight 
The data in Table XXX shosr that the pigs in Lot I required 
the largest asount of feed per 100 pounds gain in liveweight, 
^rhile those in Lot lY required the least feed, the difference 
amounting to 24.92 pounds. The greatest mean difference -was. 11.41 | 
pounds, ^hich occurred betreen the lots receiving the check ra­
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tion and the lots receiving the Dicapho ration. 
TABLE XXX 
Feed Conausjption per 100 Poxinds Gain (lbs.) 
Distinguishing 
feature of 
ration 
Check : Liaestone : Boneaceal ; Dicapho 
Lot Lot : Lot Lot : Lot Lot ; Lot Lot 
I II : III I¥ : V 71 t 711 7III 
Series I : 
Series II 
396.31 :391.36 :389.22 ;381.15 
386.95 371.39: 385:88: 379:29 
Mean 391.63 : 381.32 : 387.55 : 380.22 
The question natuislly arises as to the significance of the great­
est mean difference, amounting to 11.41. When the lisiited amount 
of data ^as subjected to Fisher*s Method (27) of analysis of var­
iance, the standard deviation of the sjean difference ^sas 5.66 
pounds. Inasmuch as the leean difference should be at least 4.3 
tirces larger than its standard deviation to be significant when 
there are but two degrees of freedom, this difference is no laore 
than one aight expect between the aeans of lots of 10 pigs, each 
lot receiving the sase treatznent. Since the greatest aean dif­
ference is noD-significant the smaller differences ^ould not be 
significant. 
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TABLS XXXI 
Average Dally Feed Consumption by Periods (lbs.) 
Lot Distinguishing 
Features of 
Ration 
First 
30 
days 
Second 
30 
days 
Ressainder 
of Exp. 
10-17.5 days 
I Checi 6.37 7.35 9.32 
Series III Limestone 6.03 7.04 8.11 
I V Boneaeal 5.90 7.06 8.32 
VII Dicapho 5.78 7.15 8.35 
4 II Check 5.61 7.14 8.30 
Series IV Lisie stone : 5.91 7.33 8.55 
II : YI Boneseal : 5.92 7.26 9.30 
: 7III Dicapho ; 6.02 7.05 8.75 
Referring to Table XXXI, the average daily feed cons-unption 
increased as the experiment progressed, and the feed intake daily 
ranged froK 5.61 po^mds in Lot II, in the first 30-day period, to 
9.32 pounds in Lot I in the last period of the experisient. The 
pigs in Lot I not only had the hi^est average daily feed oonsijap-
tion per pig, but they also produced the largest daily gains made 
in any period during the experiment — 3.58 po\mds per Pig, as 
tabulated in Table XXIX. 
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I. Discussion of Sxperiisental Results 
Experimental data, have been collected on average daily 
gi'ins in liveweight and feed consumption per 100 pounds gain in 
ireigjht. In Series I the greatest difference in average daily 
gains per pig (beti^een lots) was 8,08 pounds, while in Series 
II the difference 0.1 pound. The daily gains siade in 
Series II checked ??ith those of Series I so that the largest 
difference in average daily gains, 'bet'^^een the lots, Tfas 0.1 
pound. According to Fisher*s Method for analysis of variance 
(27), a difference of 0.1 pound icay be expected, due to indivi­
duality in pigs receiving- the same treatsent. 
B&ta on feed consumption per 100 poiuids gain in weight show 
that the largest mean difference between the lots receiving dif­
ferent rations was 11.41 pounds. The standard deviation of this 
mean difference is 5.66 pounds. The isean difference should be 
at least 4.3 times larger than its standard deviation (when there 
are but tafo degrees of freedom) to be significant. It is evident 
therefore, that this difference is not significant. These re-
siilts, ip part, fona the basis of conclusions nsade later. 
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SuEisARy 
When equivalent amounts of calcium, as present in ground 
li.-reGtone, stea^sed bone seal, and Dicapho, ??ere fed ae supple— 
ijients at low and high levels of intake to a lo^ calciurs basal 
ration, the retention of calcixirs and phosphorus by all pigs so 
fed was si^iilar, ^ith one ezception. On a high level of cal-
ciu:; supplementation or.s pig, -^hicr. received the lirsestone sup­
plement, had a less favorable calciura and phosphorus retention 
th5.n the pigs which received the bone seal and Dicapho supple-
nients. When the amount of phosphorus in the limestone supple-
2:ented ration ms increased by the use of a neutral Kirture of 
mono- and di-sodium phosphate to an amount similar to that found 
in the bone seal ration, this plg^s retention improved. Appar­
ently, hog rations having a Ca;? ratio as wide as 2»13;1 and at 
the same time supplying ainieum quantities of antirachitic are 
unsatisfactory for best results. 
Bone analyses ire re made on the femurs and humeri of one 
group of four pigs. The data collected indicate very sniall dif­
ferences in the composition of the bones of the pigs which re­
ceived ground limestone, steamed bone ireal, and Dicapho. The 
femurs and huraeri of a check pig tphich -a/as fed a lo^^calcium 
basal ration, ?7ere low in ash, calciuE, and phosphorus content. 
A feed lot experiinent Bas conducted involving the use of 
80 uniform feeder pigs, avers-ging 88 po'onds in weight. These 
pigs -Trere divided into eight lots, four of rhich foraed Series 
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I, and tile remaining four. Series II. Series II served as a 
check on Series I». All lots ^?ere fed free-choice style frcsn 
self-feeders. One lot in each series T?as fed a finely ground 
check ration composed of com, tankage, linseed, oilsieal, alfal­
fa raeal, and salt. The rernaining three lots in each series were 
fed the check aration suppleinented with ecuivalent amounts of 
calciun as present in ground liaestone, bone seal, and Dicapho 
respectively. As judged by gains in weight and feed consumed 
per 100 pouiius gain, the three calciusi supplements under coii-
sideration wexe utilized by the pigs with equal efficiency. A 
calcium and phosphorus aetabolism trial, which was conducted at 
t^o different times on representative barrow taken from Series 
II, confirm these results. 
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Ge;SERAL CONCLUSION 
As outlined in the Statement of Problem, the object of 
these experiiaents was to deterraine whether or not, under cer­
tain conditions, the difference in the jnetabolic utilization of 
limestone, bone meal, or Dicapho (as calcium supplements to 
hog; rations) lyas great enough to justify the difference in cost 
to the farmer. 
A knc^ledge of the comparative costs of the three calcium 
supplements considered, and a Icnc^ledge of their coHiparative 
values in feeding (as obseirved in the foregoing esperisents), 
lead to the following conclusions* 
The data presented in this thesis show that rhen a cal-
ciuE suppleuieRt is necessary in the ration, calcium,whether it 
is in the foxa of limestone, bone meal, or Dicapho, is utilized 
by the pig eoual efficiency. Therefore, from a practical 
point of vie^, when the basal ration is low in both calcium and 
phosphorus, it is advisable to use bone seal as the supplement, 
for it supplies both calcium and phosphorus in suitable propor­
tions, and it is less expensive.than Dicapho. If the ration is 
appreciably higher in phosphorus than in calcium, it is then ad­
visable to use ground lin-estone, since in appropriate additions 
it ^ould supply the necessary amount of c^ilcium to secure the 
proper calcium-phosphorus relationship. 
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